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of One Jesus (the Christ)
ONE WHO KNEVv HIM
This Book, the third of a series of advanced Teachings
sent by the White Brotherhood through the hand of

MABEL BEADY
" The Temple of the Body.")

Comes in the form of a New Revelation of the Life
and Teachings of Jesus the Christ.
" In this case the chief communicator gives the name
'Homodeus.'
He has many interesting things to say,
especially in the various answers to questions, and much of
it is eminently seasonable and consistent with the best
thought on the teachings of Jesus and matters relating to
the interpretation of the Scriptures, the government of the
Church and esoteric doctrines."-Light.
"Interesting and instructivc ."-The Greater World.
Cr. 8vo.
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4/6 net.

MARJORIE LIVINGSTON
(Scribe of "The New Nuctemeron ")
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In THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES it is

The interpenetration of the spheres is enlarged
upon, the origin of life, the Fall of Man, the
relation of Predestination to Free-will, the ministry
of angels, and other cognate subjects are all treated
at considerable length, whilst in general the book
may be termed a Theodicy-another attempt to
vindicate the ways of God to man. In strict
scientific treatises the term " God " has been
eliminated. This teacher has shown that if the
older term is diepensed with then some corres-.
ponding tenn must be found to account for · the
phenomena of manifestation.
A book which should be read by all who are
interested in the deeper problems of life.
"There is deep wisdom discernible in many of the
teachings given, and much that is beyond testing is
at least corroborated by those communications,
which, in other quarters, reach us from an Unseen
World that to-day is becoming more manifest, more
visible and more vocal than ever before.''-Light.
Cr. Bvo.
Cloth 4/6 Net.
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SWE.ET . CORN
FROM HEAVEN

BY RICHARD A. BUSH

A Selection from a series of remarkable Spirit Commun ications of a
high order, through

-JESUS CHRIST AT
Second Thousa11d.

RICHARD A. BUSH

Boycotted by the principal wholesa1e distributing agents, advertisements refused by some of the leading religious journals and an important
London daily n ewspaper, this book makes its way.
It is a remarkable record of spirit intercourse revealing somewhat
of the organization of the heavens, the life and occupations of spirit
people in different stations of life, the naturalness of the spirit-world,
about Healing, of rescues from the helJs, of the Summerland, the
growth and education of children, the relationship of the heavens and
the ea rth, and other m atters of supreme importance and of g reat interest ;
but throughout g iving a ~limpse of the stupendous, continuous and
loving labour of Jesus Christ fo r m an, showing a m or e rational m eaning
to the words Saviour and salva tion, Redeemer and r edemption, vicarious
sacrifice, etc.
The N ew Age :-The reviewer having cast considerable ridicule on
the book co11cludes :- " I feel that an apology is due for the leng th of
this review, which the book certainly does not merit."
The Christian World :-" The m essages here recorded are uniformly
wholesome and inspiring, wh ile th e tone of the book throughout is
d eserving of nothing but praise."
The Two Worlds:-" Every one who reads this volume will be
heartened and be conscious of the serene and quietly joyous atmosphere
pervading the book.''
Litierpool Pos t :-" Those interested in the religious aspect of
Spiritualism should find much food for thought.''
Rev. Dr. J. LAMOND :-" It is destined to accomplish much good.''
Rev. VALE OWEN:-" It is excellent."
Mrs. LENNOX KAY:-" You ha\·e given our m ovem ent something
of deep and lasting importance whose value time will prove."
Mrs. A. E . MENZIES : -" I am advising people in my audiences
to read it-It is so thought provoking, full of deep truth-it is a book
worth buying and lending."
OTHER READERS :-" Hardly a day passes without my r eading
some portion of it." - "It helped and cheered me so." - " It is
wonderful and explains so much." - " I must send . you a word of
thanks for having published the messages.'' - • • I have just bought

Arresting, candid, trenchant, provocative, yet withal informative
and full of sweetness and encouragement.

five more copies to aive away." -

''We have seven copies

in our Library and they are all in demand."

Cloth 324 pp. 4/G.
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SOME OF THE CONTENTS :
Christ descends into the National Silences on Armistice D ay. St irring
times ahead. Catastrophies of progress. God the most imaginative
being in the Universe. The warfare of Angels waged with love. God,
a fellow-workman. The Chemistry of thought. H arnessing God.
Music, God's Esperanto. How God turns m an's errors to good.
The Chastisement of God's love. Purgatory is not punishment.
The Motherhood in God. What wages do we pay God ? God,
not exacting. The world's output of spiritual paupers . Stunted
defon'ned C3 souls. Jes us enjoys His Birthdays: The Angels of
Children. The rapture of heaven r eal and not exaggerated. Every
unkind word is a poison. G.reat changes coming. Advice to r eformers.
God, not often in the L aw Courts. Man's ills not cured by politics.
H ope for all. Two m essages from Paul the Apostle.
.

The Christian World :-11 We can commend th ese messages in s pite
of their unusual setting as generally spirited and uplifting in their
effect. Mr. Bush is a carrier of a gospel of love and confident faith
issuing in service."
The Editor of The T wo Worlds :-"In view of the fact that we are
continually told that nothing of any value is coming from the spirit
world it may be wise to bury our critics under an avalanche of evidence~
and there are certainly some valuable m essages in this."
READERS OF NOTE:-" The thoughts are beautiful and helpful
to m e." " Right from the Foreword to the last page, this little book
grips." cc - 'Full of sound teaching-helpful and encour aging."
- "A charming book-possesses a value to the outside world which
should sell thousands of copies." etc., etc.
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NOTES BY THE WAY
ATTITUDES AND ATMOSPHERES

A WITTY author once said that he could better endure
a verbal snub than undergo the indignity of being
"snubbed by an atmosphere." And indeed some people
contrive to ·express themselves more definitely by the
atmosphere about them than by anything they may say.
We were lately reading a book in which psychical evidences
are dealt with in what is supposed to be an impartial
spirit, but the whole tone and temper of the book reveals
an animus which is not redeemed by certain admissions
that such and such phenomena or mediumship do not
invite· the author's censure. An " atmosphere " is a very
powerful thing, and to sensitive or perceptive minds a very
revealing one. Over and over again have we heard people
protesting that they had no bias against someone or
something under discussion- quite the contrary. They
really felt most amiably disposed towards the person or
the thing ; and so forth. It was quite clear that this was
not truly the case, even though they might think it was.
The tone, the temper of mind, the " atmosphere " of the
people betrayed their attitude in a way that words could
not disguise. The " aura " is a very real thing, whether
Science recognises it or not, and a book may have its
"aura," discernible to the sensitive student, even if his
sensitiveness is only of the literary kind. There are
telepathic impressions which may be trusted more readily
than the written or spoken word.

* * *

TELEPATHIC KNOWLEDGE
~

one of his books on Spiritualism, published in 1855,
'\udge Edmonds of the New York Supreme Court, tells
interview he once had with a Medium who was by
a carpenter and of little education. The Medium,
control, was speaking of self-knowledge. While
'down what was being said, the Judge remarked,
is breath," Gnothi seauton." The Medium paused,
1 the Greek and added, "Yes, know thyself."
e account, we recalled the occasions on which
personal experience of similar happenings in
with Mediums who shewed a power not only
<>"'_, ?J<f2 .. e mind, but also of giving an interpretation
,,-~'X~~c, ~q,~~ither unuttered, or spoken, as in the judge's
?J """?J~. :V<c,?J ~{· so that the Medium could not possibly have
0
• .c,<> ~ c,<> ~~lly. A case in point was the mediumship
<l-0 c,'2 ~i
-.;.~. q,-<> ~<,
..::,•\ ?J-4\~
";<.. ?J'X.

c,">

~-

.c,?J

,,~
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ETERNITY FOR ALL
All through the hist'ries sacred and profane
What hetacombs of unknown dead I see,
And marvel if at death they rise again
And if all these still be J
That Shakespeare lives we easily believeThe wonder were that such as he could die ;
But those unthinking swarms, who can conceive
How they should live or why ?
Why not? If one lives lowly ends to . serve,
May there not be hereafter lowly ends?
The ruder mission for the ruder nerveOne makes, one only mends.
Their numbers shock us ? Though the stars had been
Like earth, each one the cradle of a race,
And all immortal, there were room within
The eternal dwelling-place.
For infinite as space and in its needs
As various as creation, it demands
All modes of being, intellect and creeds
Out-numbering the sands.
ROBERT LEIGHTON.

(Continued from previous column.)

of the late Mr. W. J. Colville, who after his addresses was
in the habit of improvising verses on subjects suggested
by the audience. On more than one occasion it happened
that poems would be given on subjects not audibly mentioned to the Medium but none the less chosen by persons
who were shy of mentioning their wishes in public.

* * *
TELEPATHY AND WIRELESS
JN the days when radio was a new thing we discussed
the points of resemblance or difference between wireless
and telepathy with some of the authorities on each. We
recalled those discussions, when a little time ago a bishop,
whose antipathy to psychic phenomena is well-known,
imagined a time when by some new wireless contrivance
we would give and receive messages to and from stars
a hundred light-years away. Mr. Stanley De Brath
expressed his amusement at this naive proposal, pointing
out that all vibrations in the ether travel at the same pace,
and that a light-year (the distance travelled . by light in a
year) is approximately 96 ,422,~00,000 miles so that a
hundred light years would mean that two centuries would
have to elapse between the sending of a message and the
receipt of the answer to it ! But, of course, no one
expects a bishop to be scientific, and in the present instance,
it seems improbable that the bishop could fall back on the
idea of telepathic messages, even if the time ~lement did not
come into the question. And on that pomt we have no
assurance, although it is conceivable that telepathy travels
through a finer element than the ether of science, and may
be instantaneous.
·
The extent to which the value of Mr. H. Ernest Hunt's
" Manual of Hypnotism " is recognised is shown by the
issue of a fourth edition (Riders 2/ -). Readers who
wish to " find a clue to the powers that raise one man
above his fellows, that turn failure info · saccess and that
render the path of life a happy._)lighway instead of a
weary road " should obta\~ a-·copy and study it.
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THOUGHT PROJECTION

AND

By DR. F. H. WOOD
IN the Rosemary Records of writing and trance-mediumship, there are several references to these curious
spirit-faculties.
" Lady Nona," Rosemary's guide, once described a
house I was about to visit for the first time, over 150
miles away. Both house and district were unknown to
us, and yet, writing through Rosemary at the ordinary
sitting, Nona described both, including the house-interior
with accurate detail subsequently verified. On my return,
I asked how it was done. She replied: "Try to grasp
this. You are limited by the density of matter, which
causes your body to be subject to time and place. On our
side, there are no such limitations. We can express
ourselves as we will, and where we will. Thus I am in
your study, my hand on the Medium's. At the same time,
I can, with practice, project my thought-self where I will.
I can thus be conscious of what is taking place anywhere
in your world. It's a developed faculty."
Here " Nona " ceased to write, and passed to trancespeech. "You start in the spirit-world," she said," from
the point where you leave off in this. If you, Doctor,
passed out to-night, you would awake on our side as
you are now, with instinct, intellect, and motive power
which uses the physical self. You would have everything
except flesh, but you would have no more power to project
mind and personality than you have now. It all comes
by training."
MESSAGES FROM MR. STEAD

I asked " Lady Nona " about messages alleged to have
come, for instance, from W. T. Stead, simultaneously in
matJ.y parts of the world. She replied :
" Personality itself can be subdivided, and can therefore
be diffused by practice. I know of W. T. Stead. Very
unselfishly, he has given out his personality as widely as
possible. And when you realise that a man such as this
will be given added power, and will attract into his
personality other subject personalities who are willing
to work with him almost as one being, the central force
becomes very great. It has power to radiate its force
as the sun his rays. Thus, while the influence of W. T.
Stead is .felt in many places at once, his own self-being
may not be present at all."
I suggested that this amounted to impersonation.
" Nona " answered, " No, Doctor. Impersonation is
a trouble to our side as well as to yours, and must have
happened many times : but the other fact is also true."
During a sitting in September, 1930, contact was made,
unexpectedly, with the spirit of a famous English musician
who died in 1918. " Lady Nona " who is not musical,
transmitted from him a trance-speech, a short address on
modern musical tendencies from which I quote the
following. (His literary style is well-known, and among
my readers may be some who, unlike Rosemary and
myself, knew him personally.)
" He is by no means despondent, but regards these
experiments as demonstrating a healthy growth. He says
these men have the germ of an idea basically sound in
that they are striving to express in musical form all the
restlessness, varied experience, and strange developments
of your modern life."
Here I remarked, " That sounds like P--." " Nona "
replied, "It is P--." She went on to give a number
of personal tests of identity, all subsequently verified.
She added, " The form of his bodily presence was built
up here for your recognition. He connects merely by
the projection of his thought, but he is conscious of the
connection."
Another instance of thought-projection, this time from
a living source, happened the same night that the motor
yachtA11rt;ga was wrecked off the Essex coast, on Nov. 22nd,
1930. " Lady Nona " described this in detail at the hour
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DIFFUSED PERSONALITY

of its happening several hundred miles away, and asked
our prayers for the distressed crew, all of whom, happily,
were rescued three hours later by the brave lifeboatmen of
Walton-on-Naze. It was a wild, stormy night , and all
on board underwent a terrifying experience when the
vessel ran aground on Shipwash Sands. Something
of their fear was communicated to the Medium, who,
although entranced, showed signs of distress.
In.cidents of this kind illustrate a practical side to
mediumship, and " Lady Nona," who told us that many
spirit-friends were helping at the wreck, probably had a
definite purpose in asking for our prayers on behalf of
the sufferers. Many similar cases of thought-p rojection
could be quoted from the Rosemary Records, less exciting,
perhaps, but of greater personal interest to the Rosemary
Circle.
DIFFUSED PERSONALITY .

On the other hand it is interesting to note that since
"Lady Nona" explained Diffused Personality to us, Sir
Oliver Lodge has published a pamphlet (" Co~viction of
Survival," pp. 22-25) showing that F. W. H. Myers is
working from the other side on the same problem. "Feda,"
Mrs. Leonard's guide, admits that she herself " cannot
control, in the same way, in two places at once." " Lady
Nona," Rosemary's guide, tells us that she cannot diffuse
her personality, because she has never had occasion nor
desire to do it, and indicates that it all comes by practice.
Students will find the comparison interesting, and an
able article by Miss Gibbes on " Simultaneous Automatisms," in the July issue of Psychic Science, carries this
inquiry a step further.
Diffused Personality may explain, indeed, how the
influence of many exalted spirits may be felt unmist:ak.ably
in many places at once. It may explain-in all reverence-the universal power of Christ to reach the spiritual consciousness of all who follow Him. In other cases, the
power probably varies according to the spirit's own degree
of development. " Lady Nona " tells us that it is always
possible for such spirits to inhibit an undesirable contact :
but I have proved from my own musical contacts that
mental affinity, creative effort, and the need fo r spiritual
help often bring into our surroundings powerful spiritinfluences of whose stimulating presence we may be
entirely unaware, until mediumship, with its marvellous
faculties, helps us to lift the veil.

"THE GATE OF HEAVEN"
Readers familiar with Through the Mists and The Life
E(ysian, recorded by the late Robert James Lees, will
welcome the third and concluding volume of the series.
which has been named The Gate of Heaven (Riders, 5/-).
As explained in LIGHT recently, the new book is regarded as a memorial to Mr. Lees; and Miss Eva Lees,
his daughter, announces that the publisher wished to make
the price 7/6, so as to give her a royalty, but that she is
willing to forego the royalty so that the price JI\ay be kept
at 5/-, the figure at which the other two books are sold.
In The Gate of Heaven, the story of the progress of
Aphraar is continued " to the gateway of the secor.
birth." In a later notice, we hope to deal with
teaching of the book in relation to the two earlier volr
"Astrological Keywords," by Manly P. Hall (
7/ 6), is a compilation sufficiently extensive to f'·
useful to those- and they seem to be ever gro·
numbers-who find interest in astrology. It
summary the esoteric meanings of the zodiacal
the planets and a general body of facts and S'
representing a general outline of the w h
It is a kind of reference book for experts, but si.._
of interest to those who are at the · beg~gs of tH-..
study.
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SCIENCE AND SURVIVAL
By STANLEY DE BRATH

M

RENE SUDRE has written an Introduction to Humatt
• Metapsychics which is a complete~ erudite, and welJexpressed synthesis of all the categones of metapsycb1c
phenomena. In this work the pr~ncipal inference froi;n
the metapsychic facts-the survival of the soul-ls
formally denied, and the able writer presents us with the
theory of Eternal Recurrence of all human troubles as
the cheerful end of all research.
Signor Bozzano has taken this work as the best statement of the Animist position, as it unquestionably is, and
has replied to it in his Animism and Spi~itism,. a translation of which will very shortly appear. It 1s a tnumph:mt
vindication of facts which show that "Animism" and
" Spiritism " are complementary hypotheses arising from
the incarnate and discarnate spirit in man.
"The metapsychic phenomena, whethe~ .ar:imistic
or spiritistic, converge to the proof of a spmt in man
which survives the death of the bodv. When that
thesis is accepted bv Science, and therefore becomes a
part of demonstrated truth for all humanity, it will
produce a revolution. in current opi~on so profound
in the purposes of hfe and the duties of man? that
social life will be transformed and all humaruty be
regenerate."
.
These facts confirm Sir Oliver Lodge's statement in
his Epilogue to The Bridge, p. 322 : " That occasional communion is possible between
those still associated with matter and those who have
entered on another phase of existence-these thing3
are to me not hypothetical or doubtful but definite
and scientifically ascertained facts. . • .
I do not
propose to qualify the s!atement w~th ~ny apo~ogy or
hesitation. . . . Even 1f a fact is simple, 1t may
still be true."
That real scientific control should be applied to Mediums
claiming physical powers is of course not mereJy highly
desirable, but is absolutely necessary before theu pher_iomena can be admitted as fact. But the phenomena which
convinced Professor Crookes, Dr. A. R. Wallace, Dr.
Geley, Professor Barrett, Sir Oliver Lodge, and many
other experienced men, are not affected by any other
instances, true or false.
SUFFICIENT TO PROVE SURVIVAL

I am of opinion that these cases and those re-printed in
Animism and Spiritism, are quite sufficient to prov~ ~he
survival of man, starting from much the same 9uahties,
good and bad, as the man had on earth. This would
account for many trivial, tricky, useless, and even evil
communications, not all of which can be referred to the
Medium's or sitters' subconsciousness, prominent
though that is in some cases.
I think too that as my friend A. R. Wallace told
me (in a 'sean~e to me personally at the British College,
Jan. 10th, 1927) : " When one clothes his mentality in an ectoplasmic
medium drawn from-and I do not mean this in any
way unkindly-an inferior intellect, it somewhat
constricts the transmission of intellectual matter .•.•
After all, what does one gain from watching an ectoplasmic building up, which is rea~ly only a malformation of God's work •.•• That ls really only for
curious people. Also one usual~y touc~es tJie low~st
and most ignorant type of entity. Still; it has its
uses."
It has, and to convince obstinate sceptics, should be one
of them.
The position at the present day is this : The researches
of Professors Eddington and Jeans have convinced the
scientific world that there is One Law throughout the
vast universe, and therefore One Creative Power, This
( C011tinued in next co/iJmq)
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YESTERDAY.
And it came to pass at that time, when . . . Samu~l
was laid down to sleep ;
That the Lord called Samuel : and he answered, Here
am I.
And he ran unto Eli, and said, Here am I ; for thou
calledst me. And he said, I called not ; lie down again.
And he went and lay down.
And the Lord called yet again, Samuel. And Samuel
arose, and went to Eli, and said, Here am I ; for thou
didst call me. And he answered, I called not, my son ;
lie down again.
And the Lord called Samuel again the third time. And
he arose and went to Eli, and said, Here am I ; for thou
didst call me. And Eli perceived that the Lord had called
the child.-(I. Samuel, III.)
TO-DAY.
" I awoke in the night, hearing someone earnestly
calling me by name. I rose, and went down to my
mother's room on the floor beneath. She said I must
have been dreaming, and told me to go back to bed. I
did so, and again heard my name called distinctly. I
went again to my mother, who was a little vexed with me.
I therefore went back to bed, feeling ill at ease. I don't
think that I fell asleep again, but am not quite sure, but
shortly after heard the voice distinctly calling me for the
third time. I was now thoroughly alarmed, and dared not
stay upstairs alone, so went again to my mother, and stayed
with her the rest of the night."
" . . . purely subjective hallucinations . . . showing
the fundamental identity, in relation to the percipient's
senses, of subjective and telepathic phantasms."-Phantasms of the Living, page 260.
Sweet are the uses of verbosity I
H. ERNEST HUNT.
(Continuedfrom preuious column.)

Power is infinite. Infinity rangoo both ways, from the
infinitely small to the infinitely great.
Many persons are quoting Lao-Tze, Buddha, Jesus, and
Mahomet as if these were all on the same level. They were
not, though each worked from the same principles.
Each of the religions whicoh have developed from their
teachings show the same human pola.rity-the Devil and
his burning hell at the one pole, and mystical ecstasy at
the other.
Jesus is the only religious teacher who manifested in
His Own Person the continuity of life. He showed also
the principle of Love in its supreme degree. This does
not make Him " God," but it gives Him supremacy
among the Teachers of the world. The great lesson of
the life of Jesus seems to me to be that God may be as
personal to us as to Him. This is the strict consequence
of the Divine Infinitude ; He can and does respond to
every demand of His creatures. The Spirit of God is
the Lord and Giver of Life; not of human life only, but
of all others, each in its degree.
The main point about the nev.: knowledge to my mind,
is that as our notions of the uruverse expand far beyond
the spatial concepts '?f the :Sible, t~e Almighty Power
becoming correspondingly distant, this knowledge places
our Lord Jesus Christ really in the position of the Elder
Brother and Guide of the human race. It has .given us
an interpretation of the New Testament which is in
accord with Science, and it really does show us, if not
whence we came, at all events whither we are going.
The real " person " is the soul in each of us ; the bc;>dy is
but i~s image. And the soul goes to a new sphere tn the
i d ln.ite universe of God.
Some men are events: it is not what they say, or what
they do, but what ther are that inove~ the worla.Phillips-Brooks.
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STORY

A GREAT BOOK
ALTHOUGH we are dealing in a general fashion with
Sir Oliver Lodge's new book Past Years (Hodder and
Stoughton ; 20s. net.) in a leading article, it calls also for
a review of the more formal type.
Finely produced and finely printed, it is a work of
36!1 pages, copiously illustrated. It is written in that
simple, graphic and unaffected way which marks all Sir
Oliver's writings and his speeches, and which has made
him so popular amongst the many thousands who read
his books and the many millions who have listened to his
voice. It offers effortless perusal, for his style is clear
as running water ; and, as nothing that is human is alien
to his mind, it should have a wide appeal. It offers
entertainment as well as that which is held in less account
in some quarters-instruction. It gives inspiring glimpses
into a mind and heart of abounding riches.
He tells of his ancestry, his childhood recollections, and
his school days,his struggles with Latin and Greek, his
boyish pranks. Although he was a sensitive lad, he got
into wild scrapes with the most innocent intentions.
We hear of the punishment for opening a pew-door at
Chetwynd Church to allow some domestic servants to
go out-fifty lashes was the penalty paid by young Oliver.
One delicate boy was ordered a hundred lashes. Those
were bad days for the school-boy-the tradition of Mr.
Squeers had not died out.
We then proceed to an account of his adventures and
experiences as a young student in London with his way
to make in the world, and later to the great story of his
career as a scientist and philosopher.
PSYCHIC EXPLORATIONS

His psychic explorations began, at a time relatively
early in his life. It was while lecturing at University
College, London, that he first came into contact with the
subject, through a young student of striking appearanceit was Edmund Gurney-who invited the lecturer to his
home in Clarges Street, l\fayfair. Gurney's study was
littered with packets of paper, being the nucleus of a
book he was preparing, now so well known to us as
Phantasms of the Living. ("A meaningless collection of
ghost stories " was Professor Lodge's initial impression
of those writings.) Then Gurney's friend, F. W . H.
Myers, arrived on the scene, and (to quote) "on several
occasions, I heard conversations between l\.1yers and
Gurney, in which, no doubt, I joined with occasional
interruptions and objections, which they patiently countered and met." Later, arising out of some significant
telepathic experiments, Myers was to put forward the
not unimportant proposition that " if mind could act on
mind without the use of bodily organs, the possibility
of survival, likewise without those organs, became
increasingly probable. If mind could act without the
use of the body it might be able to survive the use of the
body too."
There are many descriptive and one or two humorous
touches in the passages dealing with those early investigations into the psychic faculty ; for example, the disclosure that Richard Hodgson, who went to Boston to
examine the Piper mediumship, employed an American
detective agency to shadow Mrs. Piper to ascertain whether
she went about collecting from libraries or tombstones
information which might be useful at seances. (" Hodgson
gradually satisfied himself that she did none of these things,
but lived a perfectly normal life with her children.")
Also the description of the somewhat Bohemian sojourn,
with Myers, Richet and Ochorowicz, on an island off
Hyeres, to study the mediumship of Eusapia Palladino,
(" we had meals in the open air under a veranda, the
dining-room being cleared and established as a seanceroom. ") There were sun and flies and a mosquito (which
regularly woke the author at five every morning) and
fishing from an open boat--and strange manifestations
(C<mtinued at fool qf next column)
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A SECRET DIARY
IMPRESSIVE EVIDENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN
pOUR years ago, while visiting an aunt who has since
died, I was allowed to read a letter which arrived
one morning from a great friend of my aunt's, Miss Y.
My aunt was a saintly character with strong evangelistic
leanings ; she had an unfortunate prejudice against
Spiritualism. Her friend had, I understand, t he · same
convictions ; yet, when an experience of spitit return
came close to them, they could accept it by p!!rsuading
themselves that it had no connection with" othe,r people's
Spiritualism." Miss Y's word could be relied on. I
was allowed to read and to re-read the letter, only my aunt
kept her finger on the name of the family concerned, so
I shall call them the X's.
Miss Y, in her letter, explained that she had been for
long on terms of close friendship with this fami!ly, which
consisted of father, mother, son and daughter. They
were what she called " worldly people " and spent their
lives in an atmosphere of stir and gaiety, of which Miss
Y disapproved. Now all this was changed, to Miss
Y's great sati~faction, and she proceeded to relate how
this came about. Mr. and Mrs. X had been given to
quarrelling, and, when roused to anger, Mr. X used to
express himself in a very rude and violent way. H e soon
forgot what had passed, but not so Mrs. X.
Suddenly, in the midst of their gay life, Mrs. X was
struck down by illness, and, almost before her family
had time to realise it was serious, she passed away.
A few nights after her death, her daughter wqke up to
see her mother standing by her bedside. She spoke
lovingly to her daughter-though whether with the
" inner " voice or the " direct " voice was not stated.
" Spoke "was the word used. Mrs. X asked her daughter
to destroy unread a certain note-book or diary which she
described, and told her exactly where to find it. It was
hidden away in some part of her writing bureau.
Mrs. X said that when she and her husband quarrelled
she had made a practice of writing down the exact words
and expressions he used, and it was a dreadfu,I record.
Now, she said, she saw things differently, anp was in
agony lest her husband should come across this record,
as she knew it would cause him great distress. She
understood now that he had spoken in anger and without
realising how deeply his words wounded her.
. When morning came, Miss X told her brother all that
had happened, and together they searched in the place
indicated and found the book. Unopened they burnt it
before telling their father of their mother's visit and of
her thought for him.
The whole family were, according to Miss Y's account,
so much impressed by the return of their mother, bringing
proof of her continued life and love, that their whole
lives were changed for the better.-M. L. CADE.ILL.

r

(Continued from prtvious column.)

on the part of Eusapia. Sir Oliver makes it sound jolly
and adventurous- as no doubt it was.
For Myers, Sir Oliver shows deep respect and affection:
" He it was who first broke down my scepticism, and
impressed me with the reasonableness of the hypotheses
of survival. He it was who put evidence in my way such
as gradually convinced me of the truth of the doctrine.
He has taken the trouble to guide me in many ways since
his departure from earth life. He has shown no~eworthy
signs of his continued affection, and I am grateful. "
These references give but a glimpse of the contents of
the book, even if we confine our attention to Si~ Oliver's
account of his experiences in Psychical Research. The
book bristles with reminiscences, facts, ideas and namessome of them historical-coming within the extensive
circle of a life experience of far more than the ordinary
span. It is a book that in days to come may be regarded
as a classic, the history of one whose life will stand as
a beacon light for.. generations._yet_to be.
D.G.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

(The _i•iew.r and sta~ement.r of ,·orr~~pondent.r are not nece.rsari(J
endor.red_by th: Edrtor, 111ho ocra.r10110llJ· prints, 111 the interests
of free dt.rr11ss1on, letters TJ'ith which be does not agree).

THE CONFUCIUS MESSAGE
Sir,~In your issue of December 4th (pp. 581 and 586)
two writers remarked on the evidential value of Dr.
Whymant's recognition of Archaic Chinese spoken by a
con:mu_nicator. in the " direct voice " at a sitting with
Vahar:tme. Since I have always understood it to be an
established fact that no one knows the sound of Chinese
speech :it any period earlier than one thousand years after
~~nfucms, I must ~onfess,;o b_e mystified. My perplexity
1s increased on turrung to Philology and Ancient China "
(1826) by Professor B. Karlgren, who i.s generally acknowledged the highest authority on Chinese phonetics. On
p. 17 is this passage : "Chinese script is not one of letters
or phonetic symbols, but one of ideas which does not
permit us to read off the old texts as th~y sounded at the
time when they were written."
Dr. Whymant's account contradicts these notions. In
his recent book " Psychic Adventures in New York "
(p. 23) he writes of the speech of the communicator thus :
" Only among the scholars of Archaic Chinese could one
?ow hear that accent and style, and then only when they
intoned some passage from the ancient books." On the
other hand, Professor Karlgren in another work ("Sound
and Symbol in Chinese," p. 39) declares : " A Chinese
can read the ancient literature himself, but he cannot
understand it when it is read aloud ; the reader not knowing how the words were read at the time when the text
wa_s composed and when they were still clearly distinguishable by the ear, has necessarily to read them in their
modern phonetic version."
It would add greatly to the evidential value of the
" Conf1:1cian Message " if Dr. Whymant were to transcribe
phonetically not only the Archaic Chinese speech in which
he carried out the conversations, but also the sounds of
the words in the passages of classical literature as thev
were recited to him. According to his book, Dr. Whymant wrote down these passages to the dictation of the
voice, and thereby he was enabled to clear up certain
problems of interpretation which had puzzled scholars
for s_ome twe~ty centuries. Ifhe would publish a phonetic
vers10n of his notes, Dr. Whymant would disclose a
hitherto unknown secret-how Confucius talked. This
would indeed be a momentous event in the world of
Chinese scholarship 1
Sir Oliver Lo_dge, _in his Introduction, say?: "I hope
that scholars will give Dr. Whymant a fair hearing."
Doubtless they will, if the opportunity is given them.
Survival League.
C. A. DAWSON ScoTT.

* * *

QUESTION OF IMPERSONATION
. Sir,-M~ exper~e?ce may t~row light on the question of
impersonating spirits. I think " relays " or " displacements " explain it.
I was enquiring of the Spirit who uses my hand for
writing if I should choose a different time, as the time we
had agreed upon had also been chosen by other centres in
which he was interested, and I did not think he could be
in two places at once.
" I think it is immaterial," he replied, " because we
can project our thoughts into various places and at various
times; or the .ra1J1e time according to your earth reckoning."
"It does not necessarily entailyour.relj being here with
me ? " I asked.
"No," he replied, "we can so arrange our work that
at the time appointed- we can send, as it were, on a ray
or wave-length what we have to say; and if this is to
occur simultaneously in more places than one, then we
leave our work in the charge of bands ofworkers who are
fully attuned to- our ways of thought and know precisely
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what we would wis~ to put through in cases of emergency•
And anyway, anything we have already arranged to put
through l{Oes through, once we project it."
"
Halfway through this paragraph, without any pause
the character of the handwriting completely changed'.
~'asked if t~e first spirit ~d gone. " No," was the answer,
that was just an experunent to show you our meaning."
w. ADAIR ROBERTS.

* * *

WITH WHAT BODY?
Sir,-It is not_ su~rising to find Mr. Helji Pjeturss
puzzled to reconcile Su Arthur Conan Dovle's views when
~ere, and tho_se p~uporte~ to be held by him now, according to the article m Nash s Magazine in January, 1931.
On t~e 31st Dec., 1~30, I was sitting with Mrs. Garrett,
when Su Arthur manifested ; and, in the course of conv~rsation I said I had read Mr. Price's account of a sitting
with the same Medium. " It is assuredly true " said Sir
A~thur, "that I came, but my words were not t~ken down
with the accuracy I hoped for-there were many lacunre
and some over-editing."
'
The reference to the " Solar System," attributed to Sir
~rt~ur, has been confused. The Spheres are quite
?isti~ct from the Solar System. No sun, moon or stars
illumine th~ S~here?, .which are lit by their own golden
glory, varying in brilliancy according to the grade of the
Sphere.
R. H. SAUNDERS.

* * *

.

CAN SPIRITS WEEP ? .
Sir,-I have sometimes heard it said that our sufferings
here below were " enough to make the angels weep,"
and been told that they often looked down with pitying
eyes upon this sad old world of ours.
I note in his very interesting article on the return of
his friend the singer, Bertran, Professor Florizel Von
Reuter quotes him as saying that he was so overwhelmed
on passing over by the warmth of his friends' greetings
that he could hardly keep back the tears.
It is only reasonable to suppose that spirits must have
some way of expressing their feelings, and although they
have now passed beyond all care for themselves, it is
natural th~t they should. e~perience grief at the sight of
our suffer.mg-though lt is strano-e to think of them
shedding actual tears. It may bt that when those we
loved have joined us, and the causes of pain and sorrow
are removed, tha~ God will indeed wipe away all tears
from our eyes, or 1f we shed them at all, it will be tears of
gladness.
AUBREY TURLI;;.

* * *

" HE NEVER SAID IT "
Sir,-Vivekananda understood the New Testament
better than ma~y S:hri~tians. A scholar, Archbishop
Trench (of Dublin) m his book on the parables pointed
out that the word for punishment in St. Matthew xxv. 46
denotes, in the Greek, re1J1edial chastisement· but as he
believed in an everlasting state of punishme~t he added
that this meaning of the word should not be pressed.
The Revised Version substitutes "eternal" for "ever*
lasting " ; the former word does not denote endlessness
but .rp~ritual as c~ntr~sted with temporal, as anyone ca~
recogruse by considering the context in such passages as
"The Eternal God is thy refuge," and "This is Lift
eternal to know Thee, the only true God."
·
H. A. DALLAS:
[NOTE : In a letter published last week, a Chicago
correspondent stated that at a direct voice seance Swami
Vivekananda denied that Jesus taught " everlasting
punishment."-Editor.]

• • •

" A BRICK AND ITS DIMENSIONS " .. . .
Sir,-Pulverise the brick finely, then expose the produc.t
~o a strong current of the atmosphere.
When the powder
1s scattered to the four points of the compass, please state
the dimension in which ~he brick is to be found.
·
THOMAS-·BLYTON'.
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:SlrRO. LO"DGE'-S "'PAST YEARS"'
·sIR. ~EWER'S latest book ~as been :videly
· noticed· and deservedly praised.
It is one
of those " lives of great men " which are not
eruy full of internst but of inspiration. An
autobiography in such a case is to be preferred
.to a· eiegr-aphy, for here we have the famous
man recounting his own career, his own views
and :judgments, of which he must needs be a
· g.peat~r authority than anyone who writes of
him a.£ter he has passed away.
It is this which adds to the value of the bo0k.
.Sir-Oliver writes in his own graphic, simple way
and presents a picture of himself more vital and
,rev.eating than any portrait or statue.
It 'is a matter of high gratificatien to us that
:he :has devoted three chapters of the book to his
ex_periences in Psychical Research.
That one
of the greatest men of our time should have
proclaimed the reality of psychic manifestations
and of human survival in a way so fearless and
so assured is a fa~t ever which we are entitled
to·be proud. As a witness to the truth of survival
.and communication, he stands supreme amongst
a great body ofwitnesses including men of high
distinction;. past and present, who have borne
the same testimony-not only by virtue of the
many years of thought and experiment which he
nas de:voted to the question, but also because his
immense experience of men and things, and his
tremendous achievements as a sdentist and
'hummiist give his word especial weight in the
minds of all thoughtful men to whatever class
or society they may belong.
Ids a book.which should be read by all who
~ppreeiate the greatness of its author and who
regard him, as many of us do, not only with
admiration, but affection. We are not minded
unduly to emphasize his association with our
ewn subject- that would show a lack of the
·sense of proportion. Every phase of his life,
as recorded in the volume, has its intereslw.hetheJ:. .he- is recording his domestic life and

social nelationsliips, his scientific expeltiences and
achievements, or his views on humanity at large.
He has lived his life greatly .and fillea it with work
fruitful of good for his fellow men.
He does not, as he tells udn his dosing words,
shrink from the responsibility placed upon him
by being entrusted with knowledge that is still
regarded as " stramge and l:lnprnfitable." No
browkdge, he tells us, is .really l:ln,profitab-Ie,
" nor is anything in the material world common
or unclean, although it is ttue that unwise people
may make some things appear so." His suggestion that he may ha'Ve been used by Higher
Powers to bear testimony to tr.nth is one that
we ·can receive with assurance. He is truly a
man of destiny. Every event of hi.is life is
eloquent of the fact. Not only from the close
observation permitted by personal acquaintance
but also from a larger survey of his m?-ny activities and achievements, we cart discern something
of those " statry culminations " and convergences
to great ends which have attended the career of
all those marked out for a destiny beyond the
common kind.
In Sir Oliver Lodge we see one who has
not only "pointed to brighter worlds/ ' but has
himself" led the way.''

LIBERTY
"He hath sent me to proclaim liberty to the captives, and:the
opening of the prison to them that are bound." Is. /xi. i .

As where some fair and ancient city dies,
And heaps of worthless rubble o'er it rise,
Imprisoning the glories that it knew,
Which from the spirit of its people grew ;
The glad expression of their noblest thought,
Into the fabric of their city wrought :
So, when He came, the Liberator' found
A people 'neath their hard tradition bound.
To free the prisoners from their bonds, He came,
And liberty to captives to proclaim,
The broken heart to comfort and upbind,
And give His new commandment to mankind ;
Whereby the world should hold its liberty
And 'neath the law of love stand ever free.
Like to a gem of purest water, set
In some grotesque, incongruous amulet ;
Like to a masterpiece that's painted o'er
With the creation of some brainless boor ;
Like to the sun when hidden by eclipse ;
Like to the smile we miss from dear, dead IJips :
Thus hath tradition rendered once again
God's liberty ; and envious, more than Cain,
To s·ee man's sacrifice ascending straight
·From his· own heart to heaven, doth bonds create
To bind the soul by dogma, creed and rite,
And ' petty cerembnial infinite.
Wherefo!e we welcome Christmas with its scmg
Of freedom glorious and of love so strong.
And, howsoe'er tradition seeks to hide
The message of. that first gJad Christmastide,
Still in the prephet's promise we rejoice,
And s-ing his song with grateful heart and voice :
"To free the prisoners from their bonds, He came;
And .liberty to ·cap.tives to prnclaim,"
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rocking-chair some twelve months previously. She was
not surprised at what I told her, and took it all as a matter
THE VICAR AND THE CHEQUE.
of fact, saying that other people had also. reported seeing
Instruction, interest and entertainment are admirably . the 'ghost' about the house from time to time."
blended in Mr. F. H. Haines's latest book, Nothing b11t
the Truth (Pure Thought Press, Watford, 7/6), recently
• * ""
reviewed in LIGHT. Mr. Haines, for instance, tells that, " POSSESSION " A POSSIBILITY.
when he first took up the study of mediumship; he was
The possibility that mental derangement may be . due
on the Church Council for his parish and on intimate to "possession" by evil spirits has been revived . by the
visiting terms with his Vicar. When, however, his new story, told in the Sundrry Graphic, of an actress who became
interest became known, the Vicar's attitude changed and insane shortly after her marriage and was completely
he found himself no longer welcomed at the Vicarage. cured by a " Spirit Doctor " acting through · a London
" This development," Mr. Haines writes," had its amusing Medium. Commenting on this story, Sir Oliver Lodge
side." Following an appeal for funds, Mr. Haines says : " I think myself that possession by an evil spirit
walked down to the Vicarage with a signed cheque for is a possibility, though it is not very orthodox to think so.
£5 in his pocket. Somewhat tardily he was admitted to The usual idea is that there is something wrong with the
the study, to be greeted by the Vicar, "Good morning. -personal machinery, the mechanism of the person, and
I am very sorry but I am very busy, just going out, shall according to this view, the cure is 'suggestion.' I
be able to spare you a minute." "You see," says Mr. think that exorcism is a reality. I do not know what an
Haines, " I represented the menace of Spiritualism and he evil spirit is, of course.
I do not know what a devil is.
felt afraid. As a matter of fact my concern that morning There are people on ' the other side ' of all ki!lds,.,-good
was strictly the church, and I had not brought anything for and bad. Can one of these bad people, the malevolent
his perusal concerning Spiritualism.
'Sorry, Vicar,' I spirit of a dead human being, be a controlling person ?
rejoined, as I proceeded to replace the cheque in my I see no reason to say it is impossible. A person can be
wallet from which I was extracting it ; ' I will call another possessed, controlled or inspired by a good influence also."
time : this cheque I was going to give you can wait.'
The Vicar was caught out and realised it graciously
* * *
enough as he shook hands and invited me t0 sit down. DEFINING " SPIRITUALISM."
We had a pleasant chat about things in general and he had
Mrs. Ch. de Crespigny, Hon. Principal of the British
the cheque."
College of Psychic Science, contributes an article to
The National Spiritualist on " How I became a Spiritualist."
* * *
A LONGFELLOW "TEST."
Defining what she understands by the term "Spiritualism"
Writing in Spiritual Truth, on "Returned Notabilities," she says : "I have never considered it in the light of a
Mr. P. B. Beddow says he has come into close touch with religion, in the sectarian sense of the word, for the votaries
-two ,great poets, Tennyson and Longfellow. " The latter," of all the various religions throughout the world can
he says, " provided a curiously interesting little clair- practise it. It cannot claim to have given us anything
voyant problem for me. I had no idea that he had, in finer in ethical standards or rules for conduct than we
life, ever looked different in appearance from his bust in already have in the Bible ; nor does it prove immortality.
Westminster Abbey, with long hair and full beard and To the materialist, it can offer no more evidence of a
moustache, until one day he was seen in my home as a Creator behind the universe than this wonderful world
quite typical 'Yankee.' We thought there must be of ours already offers. I would call spiritualism, pure and
something wrong, but a little investigation proved that simple, a belief in and the practice of, communication
as a younger man that was exactly how he looked. A with the so-called dead, establishing thereby the fact of
very nice little ' test ' I He is a inost delightful Control man's survival beyond the span of this life and the
continuity of his personality. What Spiritualism ·may
and many beautiful thoughts has he left with us."
be beyond those limits depends mainly on the individual."
*
*
*
How HE WAS REcoGNISED.
Some excellent " ghost &tories ' 1 are being contributed
* * *
to the Daily Express. Here is one of the prize-winners : A DESERVED TRIBUTE.
In a review of Dr. John Lamond's Memoir of Sir
" As he caught a glimpse of himself in a mirror he smiled.
Arthur
Conan Doyle, The Scotsman pays a graceful tribute
His disguise was perfect. No one would recognise him
a<; Harold Noxon, the wife murderer. He was so confi- to both men and also to Lady Doyle. "We may," says
dent, in fact, that he was going to the hotel where he the reviewer, " with Sir Oliver Lodge accept the reality
and his wife had stayed many years ago. With a bold of spiritualistic phenomena, or, like Dean Inge, we may
hand he signed the register, 'Eustace Wylie,' and turned ·regard them as primitive superstitions, but no reader of
to meet the smiling ga2e of the proprietress. 'Why, Mr. this memoir can doubt the sincerity and enthusiasm of
Noxon,' she said ' I shouldn't have known you if you the writer, who was minister of Greenside, Edinburgh,
hadn't had your wife with you-she hasn't altered a bit.' " or of the creator of Sherlock Holmes, who was a native
of the city, or of his widow who has paid a remarkable
*
*
*
tribute to him in the epilogue. In the strictly biographical
A FARMHOUSE "GHOST."
part of this study which has been a lab?u_r of love;-t?ere
Amongst a number of stories of " haunted rooms " is another part largely devoted to the ongrn and pnnc1ples
related by readers of the Daily Despatch, the following is of spiritualism-we clearly trace Arthur Conan Doyle
worth quoting. " Whilst staying for a holiday with my from his boyhood upwards, and find him always the
wife and infant son in a farmhouse in a remote part of same-modest, kind, hard-working, truth-loving, fond
Anglesey," says the writer, "I had a weird experie1we. of travel, adventure and sport, stalwart, without fear and
On the first evening, just as it was growing dusk, I was without reproach." Edinburgh has a right to be proud
surprised on going -int0 our sitting-room to see an old of Sir Arthur as one of her many illustrious sons ; and
man with grey beard sitting in a rocking-chair on one it is well also that a kindly place in her memory should be
side of the hearth. I spoke to him and went to look out kept for Dr. Lamond, who for many years was one of
of the window. As there was no reply I turned round, her outstanding preachers."
only to find the chair was vacant. I asked the landlady
when she came in who the old fellow was and where he had
Next week's issue of LIGHT will l:Je posted so as to reach
gone to. She said there was no old man about the place,
but that her old_father whose ·description was exactly that .subscribers on Thursday. It will contaip. features of
of the person I had seen, had been found dead in the special Christmas i11terest,
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AN ARTIST'S IMPRESSIONS ·
WHILE the heavy and the weary weight of this mortal
life seems so grievous to bear, yet, compared with
our real life, it is light and temporary ; eventually it
will seem but the phantasma of a bad dream from which
we shall rejoice to have awakened. Nor is this all ;
these evils, or errors, are largely educative, and the sufferings they bring are but the birchings of Dame Nature to
make us learn her oft-repeated lessons. Most of these
evils are removable by human endeavour, and they are
the spur to more strenuous effort.
It is curious to note that the general idea of a happy
life is one of material prosperity in which there is neither
pain nor sorrow ; all wants are met as soon as felt, and
all things flow on calmly and sweetly to a peaceful end.
Yet such a life, seen from the other world, may seem a
most poverty-stricken one, the soul a mere starveling,
ignorant and undeveloped, with no character or individuality. Or the poor storm-tossed soul, with whom
everything in this world has seemed to go wrong, whose
steps were dogged by misery and want, may enter the
ne:irt stage of existence a comparative millionaire in
experience, and in that soul-wealth which will determine
our status there-a wealth sub ject to no death-duties, and
the only property we can take with us.
PURPOSE OF EXISTENCE

This view of the purpose of existence throws quite
a new and unexpected light upon the ministry of Art.
Hitherto regarded as a mere pleasure-giving luxury, quite
outside the range of utility, it is now seen to be of inestimable value among the higher utilities. Art is the
swiftest educator; beauty lures to knowledge, and we learn
with delight and no sense of effort. A glance at a picture
will tell us more about the appearance of things, places
or persons, than pages of description. Strip man of all
he has learned in trJs way, and you will reduce the most
opulent of us to beggary. Art brings us vicarious
experience in its most alluring shapes. In its dramatic
forms, and in the more popular novel, the whole range
of human experience is pictured with arresting force,
and with a vividness surpassing reality ; so that those
whose lives are straitened and narrowed by adverse
circumstances may come into contact with kings, .wits,
and the great of all time ; move in scenes of regal splendour, or of highest natural beauty in all parts of the
world, and thus vicariously enjoy adventures which
thrill or charm. All the secrets of the human heart, all
the mysteries of love are laid bare ; and god-like heroes
and heroines · uplift, inspire and give a foretaste of what
we yet shall be. The attention is sust;tined by the beautyof Art ; with the interest of the plot, a world of information is conveyed in its most attractive form, and with
an emotional accompaniment which itself is an education.
Thus lives may be opulent in imaginatively-realised
experience that would otherwise have been starved
and narrowed by adverse circumstances. Every other
phase of Art, from the highest poetical flights through
every form of representation down to the unconscious
art of the gossip's biographical chatter, each in its own
way ministers to manifold human need-that of enlarging
and enriching consciousness.
To regard all actions and experiences, good, bad and
indifferent, as having an eternal value, conflicts with
conventional morality, or seems to do so. But we
cann<?t enlarge consciousness without enlarging knowledge, and the knowledge of the inevitable consequences
of our actions in this world is the strongest safeguard
ag~inst wrong-doing ;_. much stronger than the idea that
we· can escape those consequences through the sufferings
of a Mediator, or by a death-bed repentance.
It has been beautifully said that consciousness sleeps
in the stone, dreams in the plant, awakens in the animal,
and becomes self-consciousness in man. Full self-consciousness was a comparatively late product in the history
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of man ; it was the awakening of the philosophic instincts.
Now there are indications that we are entering on a
stage of consciousness as much higher th an selfconsciousness as that is above the mere consciousness
of the animal and of primitive man. · This has been
called cosmic consciousness, but it is, at present, as
inconceivable to us as a four th dimension of space, which
is postulated by scientific thinkers to account for the
seeming miracles of Modern Spiritualism. I!jl various
super-normal phenomena, in forms of trance, rund under
the influence of ana:sthetics, people have glirnpses of
this higher consciousness. Veils are withdl awn , all
the limiting illusions of the senses pass, the age-long
quest for the truth is attained, and the narrower individuality
transcended. As Tennyson says, when describing his
own experience : . "Individuality itself seemed to dissolve and fade away
into boundless being ; and this is not a confused state, but
the clearest of the clearest, the surest of the surest,utterly
beyond words, where death was a laughable· impossibility;
the loss of personality (if so it were) seeming no c;:xti..'1ction
but the only true life."
Or as he expresses it in verse : No shade of doubt,
But utter clearness, and through loss of self
The gain of such large life as matched with ours
Were sun to spark-unshadowable in word~ .
These mystic gleams shine through all the writings of
the inspired prophets and poets : they came to thJ mystics,
the saints and the martyrs of all times, and brought the
feeling of oneness with God, with Christ, or with the
Infinite Spirit of the universe, and raised them to a state
of ineffable blessedness, or to overpowering ecstasy,
which was but a feeble foretaste of what is in 1store for
all of us in this world or the next. As we J radually
wear away the fetters of our limiting consciouQness our
knowlege widens and our happiness increases in the
ratio of the sufferings brought by. the storm au d stress
of our earthly pilgrimage ; consequently the fo1ler and
more strenuous career, the better our education and
training in Time for Eternity.

-------

DEATH OF ALD. W. H. GRANT OF COVENTRY
We regret to announce the death of Ald. William
Henry Grant, J.P., of Coventry, a staunch Spiritualist
and one of the founders of the Foleshill National Spiritualist Church.
Starting his career as a gardener's boy, M r . Gran.t
ultimately became a manufacturer of silk goo ~s. For
twenty-six years he was a member of Coventqr Town
Council, was a J.P. for the Borough and had been Mayor
three times. He became a Spiritualist entirely owing to
evidence secured in his own home circle and he always
claimed that better phenomena could be obtained in a
home circle by friends who met regularly than in any
other way. At the Jubilee Celebrations of the F oleshiil
Church last year, Alderman Grant laughingly recalled
the time when, some thirty-eight years ago, Mn E. W.
Wallis addressed meetings at the Co-operatiJe Hall.
Those who attended that meeting were pelted and chased,
and police protection had to be sought to enf ble the
promoters to reach home safely.
The funeral on Saturday was conducted by Mr. Ernest
W. Oaten (Editor of "The Two Worlds") ~nd was
attended by the Mayor and Corporation of Coventry.
Students of Buddhism will give a warm wekoine to
the revised second edition of " The Buddha's Golden
Path; a Manual of practical · Buddhism ·based · on the
teachings and practices of the Zen Sect; but interpreted
and adapted to meet _modern conditions " (Luzac I & .Co.;
4/-), by Dwight Goddard, of Thetford, Vermont. U.S.A.
Compact, clear· and authoritative; the book proyides an
excellent introduction to a great study.
·
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A LATIN

QUOTATION

By MARGARET VIVIAN.
DUR ING the past fourteen years, my spirit friend,
F.R., through the mediumship of my earth friend',
Miss X, has given long scripts, many of which point
conclusively to the presence of an intelligence distinct
from and superior to our own. On the 11th of October,
1919, F.R. wrote as follows :
"Jura senes norint et q11id sit Jasque nefasq11e inquirant
. . . legumque examina servent. Now what ? " (The
word indicated by dots we could not decipher).
Q . "Would you translate, please ?-A. "I do not
imagine that, with your self-confessed ignorance of what
I have written, you can flatter yourselves that all my
writings are due to your monumental intellects."
Q. "Who is the author of your quotation? Is it
Horace ?-A. "The Muses should not require to be
indicated by name amongst educated people. Horace
be dashed. I leave you this precious opportunity for
improving your minds. My God, how can you stand
by and leave the door of communication so frequently
closed ? There are times when we seem to be on· the
brink of a complete rapport and then a blank. I alone
have stuck to the task and I do not feel it incumbent
on me to refrain from even mentioning the difficulties.
I really do not think you have much conception of them.
October 12th, 1919.
Q. "\Ve can make nothing of that Latin stuff you
wrote; will you give us the translation? "-A. "Et
quid sit jasqtte nefasque. All right. Let old men keep
the laws, etc., etc. You m11st know the rest. I wonder,
my lady, what F.H.V. spent his money on l " (F.H.V.
is my father).
The next day F.R. wrote: "On what do you wish
me to discourse ce soir? Petronius confronted his last
hours when on the brink of death with what vou are
pleased to call ' that stuff.' You might do worse than
read it for your edification, but it will take you some
time, with your present low standard of efficiency I "
Miss X and I did not meet again for over two months,
and meanwhile I made enquiries from various scholars,
none of whom could throw any light on the source of
the Latin lines. On December 27th, 1919, we obtained
the following, in answer to my question: "We have
hunted high and low for your quotation without success.
Will you now tell us who wrote it ? "
A. " That is the one little thing I have left to you.
Now you cajole me into solving your problem l You
really ought to have found it. Petronius' character was
correctly given by your friend who looked it up. Find
my favourite author for yourselves before we write again.
You need not limit yourselves to the classics ; he is quoted
byatleast one English author of first importance."
Q. "Do you mean Shakespeare? "-A. "No, no,
my lady. You are too much accustomed to having your
own way l His Master's voice. Now what ? "
Q. "What do you mean by His Master's voice?"
-A. "Apropos of a little controversy. You often
have criticised my prosiness, so I thought to lighten our
little task by giving you a simple little problem in ancient
literature, but you did not rise to the occasion, though
it may still afford you a little joyous relaxation.''
" His Master's voice " and the allusion to a controversy
re Shakespeare gave us the clue that Bacon might be the
English author intended. We searched diligently, and
one day Miss X sent me a little book, " Wisdom of
the Ancients," by Francis Bacon, with a marked page
on which I read as follows :
" But that the mother of the Sirens was left to her
feet and without wings, that, no doubt, is no otherwise
meant than of light and superficial learning, appropriated
and defined only to pleasures as were those which Petronius
devoted himself unto, after he had received his fatal
(Contimud at foot of next column.)

VICTOR

HUGO

&

" SYMBOLE "

By MISS K. M. EMERY, M.A.

DR. HENRI AZAM, a regular contributor to _La Revue
Spirite, hitherto on the scientific and philosopluc a~pects
of Spiritualism, began in the October number a sen~s of
articles entitled "Curious Revelations through a Medium.
The spirit Symbole and the Tables in Jersey."
·
Dr. Azam's attention was called to some automatic
scripts coming through a working-woman in Fr~nce,
which shewed much resemblance to the poems of Victor
Hugo and also to the spirit communications given at
Hugo's house in Jersey about a hundred years ago.
Dr. Azam was so struck by these new scripts that he
went to visit the Medium, and watched her taking down
the communications, and questioned her " Controls " ;
(of whom there is a group) while she was in trance, ~d
particularly " Symbole " (Eng. Symbol). The replies
came unhesitatingly, in direct voice, or written down ~y
. the Medium, and were for the greater part expressed m
majestic verse, or in elevated and rhythmical prose such
as could not possibly originate in the simple mind of a
working woman.
Pressed to declare himself, " Symbole " claimed to be
the unseen power who had insoired Victor Hugo, and
had " chanted mysteries to the' rhythms of the table"
on the "sea-wall in Jersey." When asked by Dr. Azam:
" And what name did you then take ? " He replied :
"I was the Shadow, the Spirit, the Ineffable Light, the
Angel, a Symbol of the Infinite. Let me remain anonymous, Flying Voice, Invisible Knowledge, Love and
' Symbole.' "
" Symbole " has already dictated one book which
awaits a suitable moment for publication, and is now
dictating a second. Dr. Azam hopes to edit both.
Those who have read " Les tables tournantes de
Jersey "-of which a copy is in the L.S.A. Librarywill like to see a sample of " Symbole's " script : J'etais le Bourdon de l'essaim invisible
Qui clans la ' Ruche Hugo' rimait l'intraduisible
Uinsoups:onne, !'Immense en son Enormite l
Nous etions les cerveaux sous ce front de clarte.
Crois tu qu'un seul essort puisse avoir l'envergure
De tant d'effairement sous la meme figure?
Je suis !'esprit qui souffie et le spectre qui sait.
J'animais bien souvent les ombres de Jersey,
J'etais la plefade enorme, redoutable,
Qui cha~tait le mystere aux rythmes de la table.
In future numbers of La Revue Spirite, Dr. Henri Azam
promises to illuqtrate the points of agreement between
" Symbole " and Victor Hugo.
(Continued from previous column.)

sentence, and having his foot, as it were, upon the threshold
of death, sought to give himself all delightful contentments, insomuch as when he had caused consolatory
letters to be sent him, he would peruse none of them
(as Tacitus reports) that should give him courage and
constancy, but only read fantastical verses such as these.''
(A Latin verse follows, and then):
" And this also : ' Jura senes norint, et quid sit fasque
nefasque
Inquirant tristcs, legumque examina servent.'
(Let doting grandsires know the law,
And right and wrong observe with awe ;
Let them in that strict circle draw.)
This kind of doctrine would easily persuade to take
these plumed coronets from the Muses, and so restore
the wings again to the Sirens."
It is interesting to note that Petronius, the Latin lines
and the Muses are all mentioned .here, but the author is
not given, and up to the present we have not succeeded
in naming the Muse. I may add that Bacon's book was
not possessed by either Miss X or me, and that we had
never, to our knowledge, come .across it. ·
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"POWER'S

II

PERSUASIVENESS

The chairman at the Fortune Theatre, on Sunday evening
was Mr. Harry Lewis, B.L, who in the course of his
remar:Ks· made an interesting statement. He said that he
had been engaged to attend the addresses given by "Power"
through Mrs. Morris, that he might criticise them and
comment on the proceedings-it was clearly expected
that his criticism should be unfavourable. But he had
been convinced of the reality of the message. He expressed his gratitude to Mr. Cowen and to Mrs. Morris
for the help, the comfort and the enlightenment he had
derived from the teachings given by "Power."
Mr. Cowen gave an interesting account of the work
carried out in the provinces by Mrs. Morris and himself.
He remarked on the attitude of the .Press towards them.
There had been many reports and articles in which the
meetings had been treated as being of great interest and
value. A great change had come over the newspapers
in their attitude towards "Power."
Mrs. Morris's trance address was exceptionally long
and full of inspiring and impressive teaching. "Power"
at one point referred to the training of children on the
other side. How a child might be brought into touch
with the life of this world and be liable to watch the joys
and sorrows of those on earth. In that way as he shewed,
invaluable lessons were gained. The child learned those
deeper lessons of life-the development of character
through sorrow and struggle and the need to resist the
temptation to turn from the way of the soul-the path
of true living-whatever the inducement. To yield to
the temptation might bring ease and comfort, and even
wealth, but it never brought tranquility of mind or soul.
When the mind was pure and served the spirit all the
difficulties and the problems would pass away.
In an impressive peroration " Power " spoke of the
great coming unity of religions, and of the spirit of Truth
whose coming would bring harmony to all mankind.
With meetings last week in Cambridge and Nottingham,
the long series of visits to the larger towns by Mrs.
Meurig Morris ("Power") and Mr. Laurence Cowen
have come to an end for the present. Important ·work,
" not unconnected with a coming cause ce!ebre in the Law
Courts," we are informed, necessitates a pause. These
meetings have formed a fitting concomitant to the Fortune
Theatre Sunday services, the first anniversary of which
will be celebrated on Sunday, January 10th.

IDEALS TO BE DEVELOPED
Mr. George Craze presided at the Queen's Hall service
of the Marylebone Spiritualist Association on Sunday
night and the address was given by Dl". F. Parish, who
dwelt on the influence which Spiritualists should exert
in developing the ideals of purity, beauty, order and liberty
- the characteristics respectively of the Hebrew, Greek,
Roman and Anglo-Saxon peoples. Mrs. Estelle Roberts,
giving clairvoyance, was highly successful in regard to
names, descriptions and messages.
At the services of the Spiritualist Community at the
Grotrian Hall on Sunday the speakers were Mr. Percy
Scholey (morning) and Mr. Harold Carpenter (evening).
Clairvoyance was given successfully by Mrs. Annie Johnson.
MR. J. A. FINDLAY'S BOOK
It is doubtful if any book dealing with recent psychic
evidences for survival has had quite so good a reception
by the Press of this country as that accorded to On the
Edge of the Etheric (Riders, 3/ 6) by Mr. J. A. Findlay, to
which many references have been made in LIGHT. Daily
and weekly journals have alike praised it; and, as an
additional sign of interest, the author has been interviewed
by quite a number of them, and columns of space have been
D"iven to his story of why the book was written and what he
lntends it to prove. That the book is popular with readers
as well as with reviewers is shown 'by the fact that the
first and second impressions have already been sold out and
that a third impression is now in the hanCls of the print~+s ,
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SURVIVAL

" What Constitutes Evidence ? " was the subject of
a lecture delivered to members of the L.S.A. on Thursday
last week by the Rev. C. Drayton Thomas.
Quoting from Talks with Spirit Friends: Bench and Bar,
Mr. Thomas gave examples of mediumistic evidence
where (1) the facts were known to the sitter ; (2) the
facts had been forgotten by the sitter ; (3) the facts were
unknown to the sitter and (4) where predictions were made
and afterwards verified. He claimed that evidence
coming under category (3) elii:unated the p os~ibility
of telepathy from the sitter's mmd ; and th:j.t evidence
under category (4)-where the facts had never been
known to anyone on earth-eliminated the possibility
of telepathy from a distance or of delayed telepathy
from the mind of someone who had known.
Mr. Thomas said evidence of Survival might be of
various kinds. There was negative evidence, when
communications contained nothing out of keeping with the
character and knowledge of the communicator. Presumptive evidence was provided by intuitive assurance
of Survival. Indirect or circumstantial ev~dence-the
kind most frequently received-consisted of description~,
references to people or incidents known to the commurucator and verified by the sitter.
In concluding, Mr. Thomas gave a number of interesting examples of circumstantial evidence from his
own experience, and claimed that the evidence thus
collected provided ample proof of Survival.
Mr. A. W. Trethewy presided.

SUPERNORMAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Lecturing to the Belfast Psychical Society, Mr. J. B.
M'Indoe, President of the S.N.U., said that the superficial
critic, finding in some of the results of supernormal
photography apparent evidences of the use of methods by
which faked extras could be produced, shouted "fraud"
and concluded the matter was ended.
Competent investigators went further. 1:hey found
that these effects occurred even when strmgent test
conditions ruling out fraud were employed. Further
they found results which suggested processes outside
those of normal photography. Some results seemed to
indicate the use of normal material such as ink, by some
supernormal method.
A number of lantern slides showing many of these
effects were shewn. Colonel Berry, of Newcastle,
presided, and an animated discussion followed.
A USEFUL PAMPHLET
The pamphlet entitled " Aura Kilner Screens or Aurospecs and all About Them," by H. Boddington (Handbook
No. 4 of The London Psychic Educational Centre, 1/-)
is almost bewildering in its scope ; for, while dealing
mainly with "Aurospecs "-which are claimed by Mr.
Boddington to be improved Kilner scr.eens_ fo r ~he perception of the Aura- the aut~~r .takes m his stride ~uch
subjects as Metal and \Vater Divmmg, human magnetism,
psychoplasm and healing. Mr. Boddington, suggests
that psychoplasm or ectoplasm is a condensed form of the
aura.
Students will find the pamphlet useful. I't presents
in condensed form, information which would have to
be sought over a wide field of literature, in addition to
the instructions on the use of "Aurospecs."
BRITISH COLLEGE CONVERSAZIONE
A Conversazione for members of the British College
of Psychic Science was held at the College Queen's
1
Gate, London, on Thursday night last week, when there
was a good attendance, Mrs. Ch. de Crespigny, Hon.
Principal, delighted the gathering with a talk a~out
"Humour"' in which she described a number of curious
incidents obseryeq in journeying abol.lt London.
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By EDWIN FELSTEAD

THERE are five essentials to mediumship. These are
mind, touch, the aura, temperament and correspondence.
Firstly, that thing we call mind is so vast that only a
trifle of it appears above the surface of Consciousness.
We call our hidden part the Sub-conscious Mind. Thoughts
never cease, even in sleep, and one thought must lead to
another. We remember past things by allowing one
thought to pull from the sub-conscious mind some
mental-picture from our past life. The sub-conscious
mind is filled with three kinds of thoughts, as follows : 1. Thoughts created by ourselves,
2. Thoughts received from others, by Telepathy
and by the five senses.
3. Thoughts impressed upon us by ex-carnate spirits.
Low minds attract low spirits, and high minds attract
high ones. Scientists put down clairvoyance to the
sub-conscious mind solely, as though it were all independent, whereas only a fraction of clairvoyance i~ due
only to the radiation of the human-mind.
All the five senses of mankind are based upon touch,
or feeling. Thus, sight is only possible because the
optic-nerve at the retina of the eye is touched by the lightrays. Hearing is only possible, because the nerves
behind the ear-diaphragm are touched. Smelling is
possible only because the nerves of the nose are agitated
by gases and perfumes, and feeling is only possible through
the nerves of the skin being touched.
When a spirit-friend is near, contact is effected by
agitating the nerves of the skin, but in a much more delicate
way. This has been called clairtactence, or "cleartouching." Spirits often, as we know, touch the sitters
at seances, by using ectoplasm as the instrument with
which to agitate the skin-nerves of the sitters.
When we come to the aura, we are considering a field
little explored. But we know that it often extends out
from the human-body about twelve inches. Since the
spirit-friends possess astral-bodies they, too, have auras.
These contact the auras of the sitters, causing a current
to be sent through that of the carnate-spirit, and thus we
can feel the presence of the spirits.
FLASHES OF COLOUR

Clairvoyants who can see the auras of people say that
they can always tell when a spirit-friend is contacting,
by the fact that flashes of colour are seen darting about
in the aura of the particular person. The aura is the
store-house, in which we store all our aversions and our
likings. If we harbour evil thoughts, day be day, then
our auras only allow evil-spirits to contact us, for our
halos will only then allow evil-auras to interpenetrate ours.
If we cultivate higher thoughts, day by day, then higher
spirits are permitted to absorb their auras into ours.
The fourth factor in mediumship is temperament.
People of very sensitive natures are more likely to prove
Mediums than those of very stolid dispositions. Most
Meditims to-day are very emotional, although fortunately
many have their feelings under control.
There are dangers in all branches of life, and mediumship is no exception. But to say that we should abandon
Spiritualism because of this is utterly childish and unreasonable. We do not avoid going into the street
because it is dangerous to walk across the road, but we
learn how best to cross the road with the minimum of
danger. In mediumship, also, we learn how to avoid
danger, not by running away from psychic investigation,
but by taking the bull by the horns, and getting to the
Truth by patient development of our latent-powers.
Lastly, we consider correspondence. We all know
that thoughts can be sent out all around us, so that sensitive
folk can feel the thoughts of others in close proximity,
without one word passing between them. If people
meet together in a given building for regular
(Continued at foot of next column.)

There is a " goody-goody " life, but it is so unnatural
that the truly good avoid it.
·

* * *

Some of the newcomers into the region of psychic
inquiry are not at all dismayed by the failures and " regrettable incidents " in connection with mediumship. They
recognise (as one of them remarked to me the other day)
that spirits shew themselves to be quite as human as we
are, and with the human liabilitv to make mistakes. Of
course, this was not Science ; it was only common-sense.

* * *

In his new book, Past Years, Sir Oliver Lodge gives
some humorous anecdotes which incidentally serve to
illustrate the wide range of his interests. He tells a
story of the old lady in a London 'bus who asked the
conductor for the Offord Arms. " Here they are, Mum,"
said the conductor, with the true Cockney wit, "and
offered freely I" Another yarn concerns a witty speaker,
one Matthews, who, at the end of a long lecture in Coventry
said, " And now my hearers will be glad to know that,
like Lady Godiva, at the end of her ride, I am approaching
my close I"

* * *
I have sometimes said that in connection with spmt
identity we have, some of us, had every possible evidence,
except the bodily form. Mr. J. A. Findlay in his book
On the Er/.ge of the Etheric, says very much the same thing.
We know the attitude of the Law in these mattersyou must" produce the body" as, for instance, in proving
a murder. But the Law, even if it is not "a ass," as
Mr. Bumble called it, is very materialistic. The Law
says there are no such things as spirits, and as the Church
has so far made no protest against this doctrine, we
must hold it to be a consenting party to its own humiliation.

* * *
It is always interesting to observe the human dram a
as it centres around the Spiritualist movement: to watch
Bombastes Furioso defying the Universe ; the player
" tearing a passion to tatters " ; the lawyer practising his
sophistries ; the demagogue mouthing his platitudes and
slogans, and the pietist uttering sentiments that sound at
times a little sanctimonious. They are to be seen inside
the Movement, but more usually outside-in the ranks
of the opposition where they have the fullest play. I am
always more favourably impressed by the quiet, sincere
folk, whether they are for us or against us. If they are
Spiritualists their advocacy is always sober and reasoned.
If they are critics of the subject, their objections are never
malignant nor consciously unjust. But seeing how vast
is the drama of life it is clear that there is room for them
all-the heroes, the "villains of the piece" and their
victims, and all the usual dramatis personce including the
clowns I The play is still proceeding and I doubt not
it will have a happy ending, as being a Divine Comedy
and not a Greek Tragedy.

D.G.

(Continued from previous column.)

Spiritualistic services, there is gradually built up a collective aura or a phalanx of feeling in that building, and when
we enter, we immediately feel the atmosphere of the place.
In our daily lives, we can correspond with others by
building up within our individual auras the right phalanx
of feeling, so that we send out all around us a good atmosphere of spirituality.
There are many ways of controlling our Minds, Feelings,
Auras, Temperaments and Thought-radiations. Some
people practise Yoga. Others auto-suggestion. Given
a good motive, any method is useful, providing the experimenter does not become a fanatic.
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EXPERIENCES

FACING

DEATH

is much to be regretted that Miss Mary Austin,
authoress of Experimce.s Facing Death (Riders 7/6) did
not avail herself of the powers of any of · the excellent
Engli sh _Mediums before writing her book. She states
that owing to the varied capacity of the subconscious
she " finds it premature to determine that any of its
manifestations are evidential of survival." But has it
been claimed that the subconscious proves survival ?
She apparently bases her assumption that, so far, no
proof of survival has been produced on the investigation
of one Medium in America and she omits to state how
far her investigations went. This Medium is none
other than Mrs. Curran, through whom " Patience
W'orth" has done such remarkable things. Miss Austin
states that there is nothing in the mediumship of Mrs.
Curran even to suggest to "the habitual worker in
the subcons.cious the intervention of ' spirits ' possessed
of knowledge inaccessible to the living." She further
remarks that she has never seen any subjective spirit phenomena which she " could not reproduce herself or
even improve upon by the same methcds that I used
every day in my work."
Has she competed with Mrs . Curran's phenomenal
spontaneous verses ? Has she ever written essays on
abstruse metaphysical subjects with no premeditation
whatsoever-essays containing 1,300 or 1,400 words
written in an hour such as Miss Cummins has produced ?
Has she written 2,600 words without a break in two
hours in beautiful language, concerning obscure historical
facts of early Christian history such as appears in Patti
in Athens, chapter XVI. ; the matter written being
corroborated four years later ? Has she produced
names, addresses and facts unknown to anyone present
at the time, but subsequently verified ?
NOTICEABLE RESERVE

If she has done these things and more we shall be
glad to see her work. But in this connection Miss
Austin shows a noticeable reserve.
While making her claim that she can reproduce and
improve upon all subjective phenomena she has seen,
she protests at the suggestion that she might be possessed
of mediumistic powers herself. Her capabilities in this
respect, however, are not disclosed. So far as can be
seen, not a single " evidential case " is given in the book
as being recorded by or through her. Moreover, she
states that she " can't even do automatic writing," though
she has been described as a " remarkable 1vfedium."
She may be assured that she will be disabused of any
idea of mediumistic powers if she puts herself into the
hands of investigators in this country.
After much reasoning, Miss Austin states that : "We
are all convinced that if it is demonstrated past a doubt
that we have souls, we 011/{ht to do something about it."
(The italics are hers). Miss Austin is a little late in her
advice on this point. The Society for Psychical Research
was founded fifty years ago for the very purpose of
" doing something about it," in other words, investigating the alfeged soul, and in that respect did excellent
work, as their records show.
Students of Psychical Research will find little to interest
them in this book, which appears to be an analysis of
the writers' own subjective consciousness and the conclusions and deductions at which she has arrived by the
study thereof. Students of religion, however, will
certainly find some of the matter worthy of their attention,
interesting comparisons being made between various
beliefs.
It is clear that Miss Austin attributes her mediumistic
powers to her " Sacred Middle " which she describes as_
the "receiving centre." Perhaps this curious form of
mediumship accounts for her conclusion that, so far, the
survival of human personality has not been proved.

. E. B.
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"LIGHT"

We should like to draw the attention of our readers
to the suggestion made on one of our advertisement
pages that, commencing with the New Year, many more
readers may be willing to order their copy of LIGHT
direct from this office. We would like once more to
point out that if a considerable number respond to the
suggestion, it will do much to lighten the di:fficulties of
management in these anxious times.
The subscription rate is One Pound per apnum, 10/for six months, or 5 /- for three months, post free to any
part of the world.
Orders should be sent to the Manager, LIGHT, 16
Queensberry Place, Londcn, S.W.7. Cheques should be
made payable to LS.A. Publications Ltd., a nd crossed.

"THE

CROSS

MOVES

EAST"

" The Cross Moves East " (George Allen & Unwin
5/ -), by John S. Hoyland, is described as "a study in
the significance of Gandhi's Satyagraha." The "Cross"
is regarded not merely as " a distinct historical phenomenon," but " as a living and powe1ful weapon for
righting of wrong and the establishment of the Kingdo~
of God," and the author's suggestion that Gandhi s
non-violence movement embodies this principle and so
is a practical application of the primary Chris~an -ya~i.:es,
" which may in the future be of great value to c1vil1sation!' In view of the proceedings of the India Round
Table Conference, the book has special interest.
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S•crdary : Miss Mercy Phillimore.
T•ltphon• Kenoington 375~ .
Hou11 : Daily IO a.m . to 6 p.m.; Sata. 11 a.m . to I P·"I•

PRIVATE SITTINGS WITH APPROVED MEDIUMS CAN
BE ARRANGED DAILY BY THE SECRETARY.
These can take place, either in the rooms of the Allianc~ or. •t the
home of the Medium or member. u may be mutually convement.
Sittings can be arranged for non-members on the present;ition of a
satisfactory letter of introduction.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS.
The Library and Rooms of tbe Alliance will be clos ed from
Thursday noon next, December 24th, re-opening T ues day,
29th December.
The first Meeting of tbe next Session wlll be on T h ursday,
21st January, 1932.
CONSULTATION AND ADVICE on the Psychical a~d Other
Faculties. Miss Helen MacGregor and Miss Marg aret V
Underhlll.
FEE FOR MEMBERSHIP ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.
Membership datea from first of the month following date of
enrolment.
Membership Fee includes \lie
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Secretary: Mn. M. Hankey.
SYLLABUS ON APPLICATION•
Private Appotntments:
MRS. MASON
Trance
MISS FRANCIS
Trance
MRS; BARKEL
Trance
MISS NAOMI BACON
Tntnce
MISS JACQUELINE
Clairvoyance, Psychometry
MRS. VAUGHAN
Mental Medlumshlp
The ROHAMAH, RHAMAH
Clairvoyance
MISS THOMAS
Trance, C!alrvoyance
MISS GEDDES
Clairvoyance
MR . G. P. SHARPLIN
Diagnosb , Healin~
THE CREWE CIRCLE
Psychic Photo!lraphy
MR. KIRKBY and
MRS. SINGLETON
"Refle~tojlrapb"
Lec1 mes next Session commence on February 3rd ; meanwhile
the College Is open for private appointments, and the use of the
Library and Reading Room.
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Jaororrtanb 'librarp

5, SMITH SQUARE, WE!:;TM!1'STEH, S.W.l.
(Entranc. in J\orth Street). Tekphun<: \ K 1 CH IA 0567.
Hon. S.cretury • .
•-•
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MISS ESTELLE STEAD

The Lending Library contains hundreds of books on Psychic
subjects. Fully Classified Catalogue, 2s. 7d.
Open Daily 11 to 1- 2.30 to 6. (Closed Saturdays and-Sundays.)
PRIVATE APPOINTMENTS.
Psychic Photography • •
•.
..
..
MRS. DEANE
Trance Medlumshlp Mrs. G. P . SHARPLIN, Mrs. GARHETT, Mrs.
COOKE, Mrs. H. CANTLON and Mrs. JJARKEL.
Clairvoyance • . - • •
••
Mrs . .KOU::i, Mrs. LJVINGSTON""E
Miss CAMPBELL
Automatic Writing
Mrs. HESTER DOWDEN
Mrs. CORELLI GREEN
The Library will be closed from December 18th to January 4th. For
Syllabus and particulars of New Developing Classes, apply to the Secretary.
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QUEEN'!:i HALL, LANGHAM PLACE, W.l.
Public Worship, Sundays at 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 20th, 1931
Speaker

Mr. ERNEST HUNT
Mrs. F. KINGSTONE

~1a1rvoyance

AT HEADQUARTERS
Tel. Museum 0676
Marylebone House, .C2, RusseU Square, W.C . 1.
MEETINGS

FOR

CLATRVOYANCF

Mond&y , 21st Dec. at 3 p.m.
,,
u
,,
at 7.30 p.m.
Tuesday, 2Znd Dec. at 7.3U p.m.

ANP

PSYCHOMETRY

Psychometry
Clairvoyance

Mrs. CASSEL
Mrs. ROBERTS
Mrs. KINGSTONE

C lairvoyance

GROUP SEANCES
Monday, 21st Dec. at 7.30 p.m.
Tuesday, 22nd Dec. a t 7.30 p.m.

..

Mr. THOMAS WYATT

.. Mr. GLOVER BOTHAM

PRIVATE SITTINGS can be arranged through the Secretary with
I.be fol ' rwlnll Mediums:MRS. ESTELLE
ROBERT S, MRS . MORREL, MRS. ESTA
CASSEL,
MR. GLO\- E H BOTHAM, MISS LILY THOMAS,
MRS. B. HIRST,
MRS. ANNIE JOHNSON,
MRS. BARKEL,
and MR . VOUT PETERS.
HF.A LING.
Every Wednesday •t 2.30 p.m. and 7 p.m. and Thursday at 2.30 p.m.
"Medicine:: Man" the contro l of Mr. Jones will di31{TIO&e end give treatment.
No chltrgc is made but a silver collection is taken to defray expenses.
LIRRARV.
Over 2,500 volumeo.
Open dall) 10 a.m . to 7 p . m. Saturdays 10 a.m.
. to I p. m. All communications to the Secretary Frank Hawken.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY

~ouse

Services, Sunday Morning and Evening

w.1.

GROTRIAN HALL

INEAH THE MAKHLE AKCH)
UPPER GEORGE STREET, LONDON,
_.t:St:o, tlrcn.s.h.. l aod Rach trom J /ti per u1gtu..
35/- per week.
Telephone and Tile11>urns; Ambanador 1533.

n5, WIGMORE STREET
(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street)

The Psychosensic Institute

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20th

28, ST. STEPHEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.2. Phan<: Park 2790
Principal
F. BRITTAIN
Hours 10-30 to 5 p . m.
Closed Saturdays and Sundays

11 a.m.- Rev. C. Drayton Thomas
Clair voyant: Mr. Glover Botham

PSYCHOSENSICS

6.30 p.m.- Miss Estelle Stead
Clairvoyante : Mrs. Estelle Roberts

The world-renowned Correspondence Course, which will unfold your
psychic gifts to the best possible advantage.
Specially prepared text books are reserved for students.
Send t+d. stamp for explanafory pamphlet$ to The Secretary, Psychosenslc Institute, Dept. M. 28, St. Stephen's Road,
London, W .2.

Sunday, December 27th, at 11 a.m.

Sunday, December 27th, at 6.30 p.m.

Private readings daily by appointment.
Group seances on Wednesdays at 3.30 p.m. Limited
8 sitters 5 /- (bonked in advance)
STl' DENT

SHOULD

READ

" SYMBOLS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
by F . BRITTAIN.

•. Mrs. St. CLAIR STOBART

A Spiritual Healing Service is included.

Mrs. Annie Brittain
PSYCHIC

••

Clairvoyant• : Miss Frances Campbell

CONSULTATIONS FOR ADVICE ON MEDIUMSHJP AND
CIRCLES BY APPOINTMENT

EVERY

Mr. ERr-.'EST HUNT

Clairvoyante : Mrs. Hirst.

Silver Collection.

to

Private Sitting• with Mediums can b e booked.

..

OPEN MEETINGS-Every Monday 6.30 p .m.-Every W'ednesday, 12.30
o.m.-I.30 p.m. Talk, Questions Answered nnd Clairvoyance, precedtd by an
ORGAN RECITAL. Admi•siun Free. Come and bring a friond .
Offiu.s of th~ Community : Grotrian Hall,_, 115, J.l.'is,,iore Street, W.l.
T eleplwn• : It' e/beck 68 14.

Price 1 /6. post free I /8 -

LIGHT
To the Circulation Manager, "Light,"
16, Queensberry'P/ace, London, S. W.7.

Sir,
Please send me "LrGH'I'" weekly for
p OS t f ree, -£Or W h'lCl1 I enc}OSe
~~:i.)e order for ~g):
Commencing with issue dated ............ 19
six
months
twelve
months

Name_ . . ..... .. __ .... .-.. . .. _.......... . _........... . . - ~ .... .
Address . ............ . ...... .. ........... . .. ... _.... .... ,: . .-

'

tlrb t llonbon

~ pir.ttual

13, PEMBRIDGE PLACE,

J$. isision

B~YSWATER,

W.2.

Sunday, Dec. 20th, at 11 a.m.
Mr. PERCY SCHOLEY
,.
,,
at 6.30 p.m,
Rev. C . DRAYTON THOMAS
Wed. Dec. 23rd, at 7.3 0 p.m. Clairvoyance. Mr.ROBERT THORNTON
, (Silver Collection.)
Fri., Dec. 25th, at 11 a.m. .
.
-

Mr. H. ERNEST HUNT

·~

Wtmbltbon
ii>ptrituali~t ({burcb
(Acceptir.: the Leadership vf Jesu1 Christ .)
1.36, HARTFIELD RO.AD, WIMBLEDON, S.W.1.9.
Sunday, December :iOth at 11, .
• • . . •. Mrs. NELLIE HARRINGTON
·
.
Address, Sp1nt-descnpt10ns and nwssages .
Sunday, Dec. 20th. at 6.30 . • ._ . • . . : . Mrs. NELLIE HARRINGTON
·
_
Address, Sp1nt-descr1ptions and messare~ .
Wednesday, Dec. 23rd, at 7.31l p .m. . .
..
. . Mis~ JOAN B. PROUD
Address Spirit-descr in tlcim '-l.11 '1 messages.
Christmas Day at 1-1.
Holy Communion,
Mr. R. A. BUSHAn invitation is given to all who love the Lord Jesus.
Healing- no charge; Mondays, Tuesdays a nd Thursdays 10 a,m. Co
8 p.m., Wednesdays and Saturdays, J p . m. to 6 p . m.
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The charge for small Classified Advertisements is 1/- per line
9 words per line) Box office charge, 6d. additionaJ. per
insertion. Send with remittance to : ADVBRTISBMENT MAN.tGBR,
"LIGHT," 16, QuBBNSBBRRY PLACE, S.W.7.
(aver(lg~.

Miss MARJORIE ROWE, Trance and Normal Medin~. Healing.
Psychic _Development, &c. Sittings by appointment. Closed comj unicatiori1
to 25, Lmdore Road., S.W.11.
(·7:12)

hone : Kensington 3758.

MUST

Mme. THERESA, Glalrvoyante, Psychometrlste, 11. ~7 .0, by
appointment only. AtHome, ·W ed.Psychometry, Tea. Circle,Fridays 8o'clock.
1, Burroughs Parade, Hendon. Phone: Hendon 9160.
(7'14)

THB MANAGBMBNT RESBRVB THE RIGHT TO RBJBCT ANY ADVER'I'ISE•
MENT WITHOUT REASON GIVEN.

MARGARET McClA:LLUM, Highland Seeress. Oall or writ e, P.O. 5/·
69, Eldon St., Greenock, Scotland, Phone 1371.
(US)

MEDIUMS' ADVERTISEMENTS.
·Satisfactory results at any particular sitting cannot be guaranteed
even with the best Mediums.

Mrs NINA GOULD, ClaJrvoyante; Psychologist. Mon. Tues. Wed, From
6 o'clock.-2/6 & 5/-~p~intments from 5/-, Thurs. 3 o'clock. P ublic Circle
1/6. Tea. Phone:
I m 0531. 71, Rannoch Road, Fulham, ~ .W.6. (387)

ALL

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS
BE PREPAID

DVERTISEMENTS GIVEN OVER THE
AUNLESS
'PHONE CANNOT BE GUARANTEED
CONFIRMED IN WRITING.

MADAME
LE'l'HE ·K~.G. Psychometry,
ClalrvOifance, by
appointment.-3.4, Monmouth Road, Westboume Grove. Tel. P~rk 0892.
(820)

Copy for adverts. must be sent to arrive by Monday
preceding the date of issue.

DIRECT VOICE & PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
For I terms and
particulars of Seances; and ·P rivate sittings, write Mrs. D. Hen.der~on, 1351
Oakhill Road;Putney, S.W.15. · ehurches and Homes also visite1·
(822J
MADAME UNDEIPE, ·Cli!lrvoyante. Hrs. 2.31>-6 o'c. ~t ~ . Clyde St.,
Evenings by appointment. Tel. Richm'd.3222.
.
(793)

Redcliffe :Gardens,~at, .excepted;

MISCELLANEOUS.
HORACE LEAF .-An "At Home" (Psychometry) every Wed. at 3 Fee
2/6 Public Developing Claases Tuesday and Friday at 8 p.m. Private Interview1
by appointment. Psychometry by post. Psychic Correspondence Training
Class, particulars on application.
Healing.-'], Weatboume Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.2. 'Phone: Park 6099.
(521)
MADAME BISHOP ANDERSON, 55, Boundary Road, N W.8.
Owing to illness much regrets she is compelled to cancel all work until further
notice.
(13)
A~

f,

'l F 01 C <:, Y. Horoscope 5/· ; detailed readings, 10/· and 20/·,
I ii ii <' • If, time if known. Interviewa by appointment.-Miu A. Bull,

1 r

ll ,

!\ :c<'•> ft.,RegentStreet.W.l.

'Phone: Mayfair657.

16)

MRS. ANNETTA BANBURY, the well· known Clalrvoyante
(appointments by letter only): fee 5/-. "At Homes" attended. The late
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle'• kind tribute, he said he had heard nothing but good
of Mrs Banbury, who is a true Medium -Mro Annetta Banbury, Sandwell
Mansions, Flat 2 (entrance floor), West End Lane, Weot Hamp1tead, N.W.6.
(49)
Mrs. MOSS. Thursdays 7.30 p.m., Clairvoyance. Private sittings by
appointment.-38, Tytherton Rd., Tufnel Park, N.19 'Phone: Archway 3394.
(122)

Miss McKAY, Speaker and Clalryoyante: Consultations !l. till 7 p.m.,
or by appcii.n.~ent.-9; Prin,ci:e R9ad, ~olland Par1<, w.11.
I·
(8~3)

~tasfbt anb teo.untrp ~Ott{S,
~parhntnts, ttc. I .
LOND. ON,
TO LET.
KENSINGTON.
Comfortably furnished bed-sitting rooms for
Ladie1. Gu 6re1. Meal• in restaurant. Terms moderate. T el . : Western
1201. Addreu: 42, Lexham GardenJ, W.8.
(359)
TO LET.-NICE FLAT, suit 2 ladles or Elderly Coup le.-"R" 7,
Hawke Road, S.E. 19.
I
(783)

MADAME ANNE MURRAY, Clalrvoyante, Psychometrlste, circle for
enquirers Fridays at !!J.1/-. Psychometry by post, 5/-. At homes attended.
1'b, Edith Grove, S.w.10. 'Phone 1 Flaxman 8223.
(214)
DORSET,
M A D A M E J E A N E C A V E N D I S H. Clalrvoyante and
Psrcholo11ist. Interviews dailyJ.11-8. At Homes, Parties, etc., attended.
Clients visited. Numerology. Horoscopes cast.-2, Nevem Road (off Nevem
Square), Earl's Court, S.W.5. 'Phone: Frobisher 3915.
(19)
Mrs. H. CANTLON, Trance Medium, Clairvoyance and Psychometry.
Private sits. by apt. only. Developing classes. Clients rec. daily Sloane Square.
Write or' Phone: 'Lornesta,' Kersfield Rd., S.W.15. Tel.: Putney 6315.
(20)
MISS BAKER receives dally from 11 till 7, Clairvoyance, Crystal and
Psychometry at 68, Blenheim Crescent, Notting Hill, W.11
(27)
MME. OLGA, from Bournemouth, attends 22a, Pembrldge Road,
Notting Hill, W.11., daily, 11-7 p.m. Clairvoyance and P1ychometry. First
Fee 2/6.
( 524)
PSYCHOMETRY from small articles worn or nsed, letters or writing.
Readings resumed as usual.
Send f.ostal order 21. 6d. (stamped envelope
appreciated) to Miss Janet Lamenby, , Darley Drive, West Derby, Liverpool.

.

~1)

MARIAN MORETON. Dally 1 to 5 or by appointment. Circles,
Clairvoyance 1/-.
Wednesday to Friday, 7 p.m.
23, Theobalds Road,
Southampton Row, W .C.l. Chane 7630.
(513)
Mr. C. S . COLLEN-SMITH, Clairvoyance & Trance. Tue. toFrl., 10.30--1
2.30-6. Fee 5/-.Ambass: 2678.-8, Seymour Place, Marble Arch, W.l. (764)
B. D. MANSFIELD, Trance Medium bolds a Public Seance every Wed.
and Fri. at 8 p.m. Fee 2/-. Private Sittings 10/6, Psychometry 5/-.-4, Westmorland St., Ebury Bridge, Victoria, S.W.l. 'Buse1 11, 46 or 125.
(46)
Physical phenomena circles will benefit themselves and movement by
joining the 'LINK.' Earnest sitters required to fill vacanciea in Linked
Circlee.-Write, BM/HRHF,, London, W.C.2.
.
(795)
FRANK VERNON, Astrolo~er. Send date and place of birth. 5/·
for Horoscope.-1, Bowers Avenue, Drayton Park, Norwich.
(796)

SWANAGE.-PEVERIL POINT PRIVATE HOTEL.-l deal spot for
comfortable restful holiday. ·
(736)

SUSSEX,
" YOUR SPIRITUAL HOME." All Bedrooms bot an,i cold water,
electric light, gas fires, pure, varied, generous diet. Write for T ariff.-Mr.
and Mrs. Massin~ham, 16 and 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.
(24)
BRIGHTON. For comfort visit Temple House, 53, Marine
Parade. Spiritualists' Rest House. Facin11 sea and close PalaFe Pier. Good
Table. Expert Chef. Late dinner. Vegetarians also catered for. From
2t· gns. weekly.
(656)

jfrattrnttp of tbt Jnner i.igbt
Warden l DION FORTUNE.
The Fratemitr of the Inner l.,jgl\t ia a Society whose purpo,. 11 to pur1ue the 1tudyof M111ticiam and Esoteric Science and to develop t heir practice.
It1 ideal• are Chria1i1nand itl methods are Weetem. It maintains• Lecture
Centre and Library in London, and a hoatel at Chalice Orchard
Glutonbury, No fuced cbar11e is made for admission to th• lectures and
'tudy group1, all contribution1 towardl ei:pens11 bein1 .voluntary, in
accordance with e1oteric tradition.
PUBLIC LECTURES
at 3, QUEENSBOROUGH TERRACE, BAYSWA'DE R , W.2.
MONDAYS 8.15 p.m.
THE INNER LIGHT
A monthly magazine devoted to Eaoteric Christianity, Occul~ Science, and
the P1ycholoi'Y of Super-con1ciouanea1. Price 6d. Post free ~/ 6 per annum;
Specimen copy Hnt free.
. j
· THE LENDING LIBRARY baa all the newest books on the above
subjects. Subscription, 10/- per annum 2/6 per quarter .

DECEMBER

-LIGHT
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flliscellaneouti -,

,~odetp _-~bbetti£)ement£)

'-

UNIVERSAL TEACHINGS by Miss VIOLET BURTON
At 78, Lancaster Gate, Hyde Park, W.2.
Givin~

Sunday, .December '20th at 11 a.m.

"

Tuesday, December 22nd at 8 p.m.

" The Wayside Temple "

and Re.ceiving

u

(8~2)

NONCONFOR~_IST MINISTER (South London) desires ~perience,
and would be grateful fot introducfioil to a good private circle. Box 486 c/o
" -Light" 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7.
(862)

SITUATION!'! VACANT.
"LADIES wanted for well-paid home needlework, making gloves .
Hertons L td. , 1755. Folkestone."
(794)
MEDICAL.
BANISH THE TORTURE OF NERVES-the -misery of sleeplessness,
without drugs, d<:1nger or delay, 32 pa~es of health-restoring r evelations Free
2d. postage. C. P. J oyomoro, 8, Breams Buildings, London, E.C.4.
(848)
CATARRH, catarrhal Deafness, asthmatic and bronchial ailments,
prevention of influenza, enlarged glands, defective sight quickly relieved by
the well-known method originated and practised by the late Mrs. E. Handcock.
Wonderful results with delicate and backward child ren. Certified practitioner,
Mrs. Olga Wood-Sims, 41, York Stre•t, W.I. (Welbeck 9550).
(857)

KENSINGTON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH

Ll"NDSEY HALL, THE MALL, NOTTING HILL GATE, W.8
Sunday, December 20th at 6.30 p.m. Carol Service.
_·
Clairvoyance. Mrs. M. LINES
In Small Hall, entrance West Mall,
Mon .• Dec. 21st. 7.45 p .m . Psychometry.
. . Mr. GORDON SHARPE
Wednesday, Dec. 23rd at 3. p.m. P•vchometry.
Miss JOAN PROUD
Friday, 25th, Xmas Day. (Control Zodiac) Miss WINIFRED MOYES

GREEN
SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY.
SUNDAY, DEC. 20tli', at 6.30. p.m .
MRS. F. W. WHITMARSH .
Address.
MRS. CHALLIS. Clairvoyance.
Tuesday, Dec. 22nd at 8 p . m. MRS. V. CROXFORD. Clairvoyance.
Thursday, D ec. 24th.
No Service.
SUNDAY, DEC . 27th, at 6.30.
Speaker. To be arranged
MRS. L. CAMPBELL,
Clairvoyance .

YOU ARE INVITED TO SUPPORT THE JEWISH
SOCIETY FOR PSYCHIC RESEARCH.
Ila, King's Road, Sloane Square, S .W.3.
(Opposite P eter Jones's)
Write to the Hon . Secretary for particulars and Syllabus.
Meetings a re held every Sunday and Wednesday (not 23rd or 27th)
Sunday, December 20th, at 8 p.m. D iscussion on "WHAT
BENEFIT IS
DERIVED FROM . A
KNOWLEDGE OF
SURVIVAL." Opener: Miss S. ANIDJAH. Clairvoyance.

Dr. ADRIEN SECHEHAYE

(Translated from the French.)
No one interested in T.Ii. can afford to miss reading this
book. Price 5/- from Booksellers or Post Free from the
publishers, B. Fraser & Co., 62, Pepys Road. London~ S.W .20.

''ORDER OF

KRISHNA"

More ancient than the Masonic, ]losicrucian
and other Mystic Orders-In the Land of
the Yogis. If interested and drawn please
·
apply to

•

GOLDER 'S

TUBERCULOSIS
ITS TREATMENT AND CURI!.
By

- V.

YOUNGER MEMBERS BRANCH OF THE BRITISH COLLEGE
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE
The Younger Members Branch of the British College was inaug;,·r ated
on the !st October, 1931.
The Founders and Officers of this Branch will be pleased to answer any
enquiries at the College any day between 10.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. or at any
time by appointment m ade throul{h the Y.M.B. office.
·
Full particulars may also be obtamed 011 applicatio11 by post tp the Secretary
at the Y.M.B. office :
26, COLLINGHAM PLACE,- S.W.5.
Telephone: Frobisher 4593.

The Latent Light Culture, Tinnevelly, India.

pour

JL.~.~. ~ublication~ -

in " JLigbt."

1Limiteb.
FIVE IMPORTANT NEW
BOOKLETS
1.

Human Survival and Its Implications.
By Helen A. Dallas.

~ocietp

SOCIETY MEETINGS.
Oroydon.-Broad Green Bali, · Handcroft Road, - West Croydon.

2 • .The Mental Phenomena of Spiritualism.
By Rev. C. Drayton Thomas.

Sunday , Dec. 20th

3.

The Physical Phenomena of Splrltuallem ,
By Stanley De Brath, M.l.C.E

Wednesday, Dec. 23rd •t 7 .45 p.m.

4.

The Psychic Faculties and their Development.
By Helen MacGrezOT and Mar1ant Y . Underhill a With an
Jruroduciion by Rober! Fiildi111-0uld, B-1.A., M.D., M.R.C.P.

Crouch End Spiritualist Society (National Spiritualist Church)
44. Coleridge Road, Crouch End, N.8.

~.

Demom•trated Survival ;
Its
Phllosqphy and Religion,
Bl' Sir Olivtr Loda•, F.R.S.

Sunday, Dec. 20th •t 7 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 24th.

PRICE

1/2

EACH

InOuence

POST

on

Science,

di

FREE,

5/6 Post Free for set of five.

i..yceunl · Service

6.30 p.m .

No ·service

·After Circle.

.·.

Mrs. B. HIRST'
No Meetings

No Meeting.

Saturday, Dec. 26th.

Alu the followin1 can be obtaintd 1

"Listening In."-0, C. B. Pixley.

1/1
Rev. C. Drayton

" Beyond Life's Sunset."
Thomas. 1/2
" Biblical Criticism and Psychical Research
concerning the Bible."-A. W. H. Trethewy. 2/2
Pricu includ1 Postag1.

From BOOK SALES DEPARTMENT,
LS.A PUBLICATIONS LTD.

The Church of the Spirit, 24a, Church Road ,Croydcn ,
Sunday, Dec. 20th at I I a.m .
20th , or 6.30 p.m.
Wednesday.Dec. 23rd at Ii p.m.

Mr. HAROLD C. VERNON
Mr. HORACE LEAF, F.R.G.S.
Miss LILIAN' GEORGE

Add ress and Demonstrntinn

"BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT," 166, Hlllh Street, Nottlnjl Hill
Gate, W.11.
Friday Evenings, Members Classes at 7.30;

16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, S.W.7.
Free

Public Lectures.

• • 8.30

Occult

Subjects

LI. G H ~ T

vi.
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THE LOST CONTINENT OF MU
by JAMES CHURCHWARD
With the story of the lost continent of Atlantis, the researches of the archreologist have made us
more or less familiar. That even before the time of Atlantis an island continent existed in the
centre of the Pacific Ocean has been for long held as a possibility.
Here we have, not the writings of a mystic, but the logical, objective reasoning of the scientist.

THE

pages
Profusely
Illustrated

15/-

GATE OF HEAVEN

256

B eing the third series of Leaves from the Autobiography of a Soul "in Paradise.

Recorded for the Author by RQbert James Lees.

S/-

PEOPLES OF ANTIQUITY

288

by CAESAR DE VESME

pages

Vol. II. of" HISTORY OF EXPERIMENTAL SPIRITUALISM," the term" Spiritualism"
being used in its philosophical sense. Laureated by the French Academy of Sciences.

MAETERLINCK

v

pages

This third series of Leaves from the Autobiography of a Soul in Paradise recorded by the late
RoBERT }AMES LEES completes a notable trilogy, of which the ever-popular Through the Mists
and The Life Elysian constitute the two first volumes.

10/6
160

by AUGUSTE BAILLY

A penetrating sketch of the plays and essays of the world-famous Belgian mystic and
philosopher. It would be impossible to find a work more calculated to give one a clear idea of
the purpose and life of Maeterlinck than this volume.

pages

EXPERIENCES FACING DEATH

288

5/-

by .MARY AUSTIN

/pages

The self-revelation of a distinguished novelist. " A book that grips the imagination as much
from its sincerity and logical quality as from the universal interest of its subject."-M. Post.

7/6

INITIATIONS AND INITIATES IN TmET
by Alexandra David-Neel

Profusely
lliustrated

"The unique knowledge of Tibetan mysticism possessed by Madame David-Neel is further
expounded in this remarkable volume."-The Daily Telegraph.

12/6

THE STORY OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE
by Hereward Carrington

Profusely
lliustrated

The va.&t field covered by the author is encyclopredic in its extent.

~4/-

THE MAGIC AND MYSTERIES OF MEXICO
by Lewis Spence. Author of" The History of Atlantis."

Profusely
mustrated

The Arcane Secrets and Occult Lore of the Ancient Mexicans and Maya.

I 7th
Impression

THE MEANING OF MASONRY
by w. L. Wilmshurst, P.M.

10/6

Tastefully produced and bound in buckram.

SOUL OF NYRIA

by Mrs. Campbell Praed

An Actual Memory of Life in Ancient Rome, with historical verifications.

THE CAT IN THE MYSTERIES OF RELIGION f/I MAGIC
by M. Oldfield Howey. Author of " The Encircled Serpent."
Printed throughout on art ·paper and lavishly illustrated.

WITCHES STILL LIVE

15/-

-

by Theda Kenyon

448 pp.

21/256 pp.

15/Profusely

~ustrated

12/6

A Study of the Black Art To-day.

HOU§JE OJF R][DJER
PATERNOSTER ROW,
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